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ER V, 1971

Some of the children at Lutheran Kindergarten
scoop out the pumpkin ...

Five-year-oia Brit Weyaener eats
a piece of pumpkin ...

With their work done the children gather outside
with their pumpkin ...
( Photos

by Wilson Woolley)
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

FRANKFORT (UPI) The
deceitful trick I have ever seen
mystery
bumper
stickers pulled."
Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis householders offer -wrapped or
teaming Republican Thomas D.
The white campaign stickers
today
officially proclaimed sealed treats only.
Now comes our friend Mr. J.B. Emberton for Governor with with bold red letters reading
Saturday, October 30, as "Trick- "Children are entitled to the
Curd, who is sharp as a tack Democrat Julian M. Carroll for "Emberton-Carroll"
or-Treat" day for the children of innocent fun and festivity
were
although he has been on this Lieutenant Governor drew mailed anonymou
sly
to
Murray. Halloween, usually associated with the observance of
some,
heated
denials from both camps
earth for more years than we
reporters Wednesday. The plain
I celebrated on October 31, falls on the Halloween "trick-or-treat'
probably will ever be. He's 95. Wednesday .
white envelope carried
Sunday this year.
custom
which
involved
Carroll called it "an all-time
Lexington postmark, but had nc
masquerading in costumes and
In
a
proclama
campaig
tion
n
low
and
signed
Emberto
n said return address.
He writes to say that the old
today, Mayor Ellis called upon visiting neighbors for treats,"
Pear Tree that he knew so well 78 it was the "most underhanded
The stickers were the same
Murray children to confine their Mayor Ellis said.
years ago is still standing. It is
color and size of ones circulated a
A spokesman for the Murray"trick-or-treat" visits to homes
located at the brick house north
few days before the Democratic
in their immediate neigh- Calloway County Jaycees said
of Bethel Church. It is' nearly30
primary last May. Those stickers
today that members of the club
borhoods.
feet high, is seven feet and two
paired Lt. Gov. Wendell H. Ford
will be out in force Saturday night
He
also
urged
that
youngste
rs
Inches in circumference and over
with Carroll. In that election,
on
foot and in automobiles to help
be
accompan
ied by their parents,
28 inches in diameter. That is a
Carroll was the running mate of
MEMBERS OF THE Audubon District of the Garden Club of
that they make their visits for protect the children from unKentucky
,
Inc.,
are
pictured
whale of a Pear Tree and Mr.
during
Former Gov. Bert T. Combs who the noon luncheon held Wednesday at the Murray
Woman's Club. Thirty-eight clubs from the district candy and other treats between foreseen accidents.
Curd thinks it might even be
was seeking the nomination for a were represented. Pictured left to right are Mrs. T.
W. Rogers, Madisonville, second vice-president; the period of 6:30 p.m. and 810 At 8:30 p.m. the Jaycees will
older than 78 years. He failed to
second term as Governor.
Mrs. Clarence Henderson, president of the Garden Club of Kentucky
, Inc.; Mrs. John J. Livesay, p.m. that day, and that serve free cider and cookies at
say whether it is still bearing or
In reaction to the newest Murray, general chairman for the district meeting;
the City Park for all trick-orMrs.
Stanley
Baldwin,
Madisonville, Audubon
not, but it probably is.
stickers, both camps claimed the District director; Mrs. W. C. Backus,Paudcah, Audubon
treaters and their parents.
co-director; Charles N. Sandifer, landscape
Leonard Vaughn, Chairman of other
was the author of the architect from Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs. Edgar M. Young,
The city fire siren will sound at
Providence, Audubon parliamentarian; Mrs.
Got hungry last night for one of the Murray -Chamber of Com- across-party-lines pairing.
Cleburne Adams, president of the Murray Junior Rose and Garden
6:30 p.m. and at 8:30 p.m to
merce,
announce
Club;
d
today
Mrs.
that
the
Norvell
Moore,
(Continued on Page Fourteen)
Carroll termed the stickers Madisonville, Audubon chairman of Enviromental
signify the start and finish of the
Improvement Program.
second meeting of the series will "the
latest in the seemingly
trick-or
-treat period.
be_held Tuesday _ . _evening. endless
Staff photo by David Hill
displays of deception.
- The Mayor reqiesTed in the
November 9, at 7:30 p.m. The fraud
and attempts to confuse the
meeting will be held in the voters perpetrat
Continued on Page Fourteen )
ed by the (Gov.
Woodmen Hall Auditorium.
Louie B. Nunn-picked canVaughn was very enthusiastic didates.
The regular schedule for the
Max B. Hurt, President of the about the reception given the "I have no knowledge as to the
Murray Middle School will go into
Murray-Calloway County In- program in the first meeting, source of Vw Emberton-Carroll
effect on Monday November 1
dustrial Foundation, announced where about 100 interested people bumper stilters", Carroll said in
according to Robert G. Jeffrey,
Charles N. Sandifer, landscape State University
and is now
The Almo PTA will sponsor its Principal of the
today that the organization had voted unanimously to go forth a statement released from architect from
Murray Middle
Memphis, Tenn., associated with an architectural '
annual fall festival on Saturday, School. The time
sold the thirty acre industrial site with the project under the campaign headquarters. "I was the
schedule will be
featured speaker at the firm in Memphis. He
has had October 30, at the Almo School, from 8:35 a.m.
located at 4th and Sycamore direction of the TVA.
denounce the stickers and I twenty-fifth annual meeting of articles
to 3:05 p.m.
published in national with the doors to open at six p.m.
Danny
Whittle, of the resent the Republicans attempt the Audubon
Streets. The property was sold to
"We the staff at the Murray
District of the magazines and in the newspape
Naviga
rs
Hamburg
tion
ers
Resources to ride my coat tail."
Hoyt Roberts for private
Cokes, and Middle School would like to thank
Four Murray firms—Captain's
Garden Club of Kentucky, Inc., in the area.
He was introduced desserts will be sold. Featured
development. Site excavation Development Section, has been
the parents, students and com- Kitchen, The Cherry's, Enix
Both candidates also denied held on Wednesday at the Murray by Mrs.
W.C. Backus. Paducah, attractions include the cake
has started on the project, Hurt placed in charge of the Murray any thought of not backing their Woman's Club House.
munity for the fine cooperation Interiors and
Scott-Walgreen
co-director of the Audubon walk, country
Project. Whittle plans to be in running mates.
said.
store, duck and that they have exhibited during Drug Co.—have rescued4the Miss
About 125 members and guests district.
fish pond, house of horrors, toy our irregular schedule.
Hurt said that the property did Murray November 8, 9 and 10 to
from the thirty-eight Garden Mrs.
This has Murray State Pageant from
Stanley
Baldwin walk, basketball throw, dart made
not fit into the industrial do research on the project and
the task considerably financial uncertainty.
Clubs in the district were present.
development plans of the conduct the meeting.
easier and more productive for
Representatives
Hostesses for the meeting were I Continued on Page Fourteen) boards, and others.
of
the
Max B. Hurt, President of the
The King and Queen will be all concerned. Special thanks
Chamber. He said that industry
the three local state affiliated
to businesses have agreed to unselected
from
had almost unanimously stated Murray-Calloway County Inthe
entries
from the Murray Middle School P.T.A. derwrite any deficit incurred in
Garden Clubs of Murray: Garden
the first through eighth grades that provided
that the property was too near dustrial Foundation, said today
Department of the Murray
the students with the Nov. 13 program to crown a
who are as follows:
downtown Murray, and that the that the first meeting was a very ,
the afternoon breaks along with new Miss Murray State in the
Woman's Club, Mrs. John J.
First Grade--Tina Brandon, other beneficia
fruitful one, in that everyone was
acreage was too small.
Livesay, chairman; the Nature's
l services," official preliminary leading up to
ughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jeffrey
The property was advertised given ample opportunity to air
the Miss America Pageant next
said.
Palette Garden Club. Mrs.
Brandon, and Darren Paschall, "Also we are
for bids last March, with the their problems and voice opinions
Kenton Miller, president; and the
grateful for the fall.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Pat Paschall. help that fathers,
private sale to follow if bids were toward their solutions. Hurt said
Junior Rose and Garden Club,
college and the reigning Miss Murray State
The debate teams of Murray Second
it was good to see that the at- Kentucky Senators Marlow Mrs.
grade--Mimi Toss, high school students rendered
insufficient.
Cleburne Adams, president. High School participated in the
to and pageant chairman, said the
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Dewey help make our sixth
"In addition to the Hart tract, tending persons were well aware Cook and John Sherman Cooper
Sandifer discussed one of the Murray State Workshop this past
and seventh gesture of support by the local
Todd, and Jeff Thorn, son of Mr. grade
the Chamber owns tracts of 106 of the community's problems, announced in a telegram to the many aspects of landscap
intramural football firms guarantees the university
e ar- Saturday.
and Mrs. Orvis Thorn.
acres and 23.7 acres. Options are and expressed a willingness to Ledger & Times today that chitecture, the terrace area of
program a success," he con- will have a representative in the
The team of Becky Sams and Third
the
grade--Gina Bynum, cluded.
C,alloway and four other Ken- home. He said
held on sites of 188, 40, and 239 try to solve them.
Miss Kentucky Pageant in
the terrace should Maggie Battle was successful in daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. James
Vaughn urged everyone with tucky counties will benefit from not
acres. All of them are located on
Friday. October 29. 1971, is the Louisville next. spring for the
be an_entity .of .itself -but two_outof thres-of-their.tiehates:Symun,Sbd-Jeffrey Ramsey,son end of the
U. S. 641 and the L & N Railroad," an interest in the development of the approval of a $1,657,349 grant should bear relationship to
'first nine weeks third successive year.
Murray's other team Steve
Murray and Calloway County to for the Memphis Regional reflect
a spokesman said.
Centering
on a theme of
the design of those in the Beatty and Randall Winchester, (Continued on Page Fourteen) grading period. The report cards
attend. He said that he wanted to medical program.
will be distributed Tuesday "Where It's At," the pageant will
home. If the terrace is used for were defeated in all three rounds,
especially urge the shopping Calloway, Carlisle, Fulton, entertain
morning, November 2. Parents include 18 finalists chosen last
ing, it should be near the although they put up strong
center owners and operators to Graves and Hickman counties kitchen,
are urged to examine the cards, week from a field of 49 hopeful
but if it is for relaxing in opposition.
be present to express their views are in the portion of Kentucky the
sign them and have the students coeds. The winner will compsje
evening, it should be near the
Ron Beshear coach for the
on many subjects that will be served by the program in ad- bedroom,
bring the cards back to school in the Miss Kentucky Pageant for
students. added that this was the
he said.
discussed He stressed that this dition to portions of Tennessee, The
the right to continue on to the
The TOPS Club I Take Off Wednesday morning.
architect also discussed first time that these four people
Partly cloudy and continued was a community development Missouri, Mississippi
and and illustrated principles .of had debated and .that they
Miss America competition in
Pounds
Sensibly
will
)
have
a
did
mild through Friday. Highs both project and was not limited in Arkansas the telegram said.
4 FREE KITTENS
Atlantic City, N. J.
construction, design, lighting, very well.
bake sale in front of the Big K
days in the mid to upper 70s, lows scope, except as to the ability to The program is designed to shrubber
Miss Humphrey, a sophomore
y, etc., regarding the
In the discussion event Martha Department Store in the Bel Air Four female kittens, gray, six
tonight in upper 40s and mid 50s. pay for the project proposed.
improve the quality and
terrace area. One of the different McKinney and Scott Peterson Shopping Center. on Saturday weeks old, will be given away for from Rumsey, was chosen as
James L. Johnson, Executive availability
diagnostic things of construction he were both rated excellent
of
October 30, starting at ten a.m. pets. Interested persons should Miss Congeniality and was one of
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
.
Secretary of the Murray treatment and care for apthe 10 finalists in the 1971 Miss
Partly. cloudy Saturday and
discussed was the use of the
Proceeds will be used for call 436-5523 after 5 p.m.
The next trip for the students
Chamber of Commerce was proximately 24i million people
Kentucky Pageant.
railroad cross ties for the terrace will be to Trigg County and Paris, special projects of the club which
Sunday. Scattered showers on
appreciative to Murray State and living in the Memphis region.
The new Miss Murray State
steps or retainer wall. A question Tenn. on November 13.
Monday. No major temperature
meets each Tuesday at seven
Correctio
n
the various governments for their These activities especially and
will be awarded a $300
change. Lows in the mid 4(1; to
answer period followed his
Within about a week the New p.m. at the Calloway County Dresses
and sportswear ad- scholarship, a ,wardrobe and
participation in the project, and concentrate on heart disease, talk
lower Mks. Highs in the Gas and
and slides
Speakers Bureau Guide will be Health Center, North 7th and vertised
by Town and Country on other prizes.. Each of the four
urged them all to return for the cancer, strokes, kidney and
lower 70s.
Sandifer, received his B.S. eleased
Main
Streets. Interested persons Tuesday
to
the
civic
should have been sizes ninnersup will also receive a $75
second meeting, November 9.
other related diseases
landscaping from the Louisana organizations and clubs.
are invited to attend.
8-20 rather than sizes 18-20.
scholarThip.

Townlift
Meeting
Tuesday

Industrial Site
Sold by Chamber

3

The Weather

Audubon District Garden
Club Meeting Held Here

Fall Festival Will
Be Held Saturday
At Almo School

Monday First
Regular Day
At Mid School

Murray Firms
Rescue Miss
MSU Pageant
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Ten Years Ago Today
LED01011

TIMES 7111

Z. C. Enix was elected president of the Calloway County Fair
Board. Three new directors are Jim Irby, Glenn Kelso, and
George Hodge.
Preston Ty) Holland, head football coach at Murray High
School, was speaker at the meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Avery Mackey were honored on their 50th wedding anniversary with an open house at the home of their
daughter, Mrs. Johnny Roach and Mr. Roach.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Brooks of Lexington have moved to
Murray and now make their home on Glendale Road. Brooks will
enter the practice of general architecture with offices at his
home.

20 Years Ago Today
LIMGEZ•TIMM FILE
Cpl. J. D. Morris,son of Edmond Morris of Dexter, is reported
wounded tit action in Korea.
Ptc. Bobby Grogan of Mac Andrews, Newfoundland, is visiting
his wife, Verona, and his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Grogan.
"Gene Johnson has been one of the un-sung heroes on the
Murray High Tiger Squad this year", from the column, "Seen &
Heard Around Murray".
rah Hargis has opened offices for the practice of
Dr.
chifactic in the building,formerly occupied by Dr. A. D.
Butterworth.
._
•
,
.--;- --to- ----and
-- Mrs. Ben
Births reperted this week include a girl
Mr.
Ellison and a boy to Mr.and Mrs. James Payne.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
Ye are my friends, if ye do whatsoever I command you.—John
15:14.
God names the price of His friendship as complete obedience.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl giblet Jr.
A woman is entirely practical when the chips are
down. She will sacrifice a friend in order to keep her
peace of mind and she will forgive an enemy for the
same reason.
"Only men are sentimental."
--Anonymous

MENTAL HEALTH MATTERS
Bertram S. Brown, M.D , Director
National Institute of Mental Health
Year of the Child
Some hase called this "The
Year of the Child" because of
the attention that should be

Claims Approved
For Severely
Wounded Vets
Uner a law in effect only since
August.271.000 will be paid on life
insurance claims of six severely
disabled veterans who -died
before paying premiums, the
Veterans Administration
reported today.
Insurance officials explained
that the law. PL 92-95,
automatically provides up to
830,000 in mortgage life insurance
protection for certain severely
disabled veterans who are
recipients of VA grants for
specially adapted housing
f"Wheelchair homes" with
ramps,etc. The insurance pays
off the veteran's first mortgage
should he die before it is paid.
Although the veterans
on
whose insurance the $71,000
claims are based had paid no
premiums before their deaths,
beneficiaries will be asked to pay
only a few dollars in back
premiums and the first mortgage
on their homes will be paid. VA
said At the same time, the agencyurged 10,000 eligible disabled
veterans to indicate in writing
whether they want the mortgage
They have been.
protection.
asked to return VA application of!
declination forms mated to
them.
Officials pointed out thati
disabled veterans are pot
if
provided mortgage protect
be
they elect in writing not
Insured, or it they fail to ,"timely
furnish" information on which
their premiums can 12e based.
The veteran, if he wishes. ca
have premiums deducted fro
monthly disability compensati
checks he receives from.VA.

paid to the health and
our Nation's Noung

welfare

of

(ertainN. we

at the National

Along with this goes new emdeVekTipment
phasis on and
of 'ens es for children in the
pre-school area, which can
head ol illness and promote
mental health.

urged is
.mentation of seseral
demonsti 'ion projects in the
adsocacy Adsofield of
cacs is a soice for children
leading to improsed research.
training. and sersices for the
mental health of ,:hildren.
It is the planned development
of national, state, and local
programs aimed at support for
better mental health information. education. treatment, and
rehabilitation services for children. their families, and for societs as a whole
A ne's actisit!. being

the in

Most importantly child admeans translating rhetoAdvocac)
action.
into
ric
,annot come to meao tust
noise .4.dsocacs means bringng together everyone. from
professional workers to citizens,
to tic.i for tiac mental health of
health
Communits
shildren
agencies and -mental health assa..lations are among the essen!ial partners of this effort
socacs

Health have
prtorttv the
rromot.bg the meMal
ard preventMental

•
!,

.:7.,••

' '1--

'7

tehahhtating

he been
•nds of

ef ! we
' A

•••r

A
•

'
•

the larid
A number

7.."'•e‘c
, itt7 • 7

made wh:Ji ,hou!.1
ibis goal
The theme

been

ad towrird

emerged that

he
,h,id i n a
famils sonteY a, a .0mmunit!
member and not in isolation

designed

U.S. still weighs
metric system

In the worki-of -weights and -possible in a syStem- where a
be completed in 1980.
measures, the United States is
foot and a mile have so little in
If the U. S. Congress as final
lonely. Canada, Australia and
common," says Coggan.
_decrees the metric
arbiter
South Africa are the only other
"Ironically, the metric conversion, it will not happen
major industrial nations still
remains this country's only overnight, Coggan says. He is
using English standards.
officially recognized convinced it is unrealistic to
About 90 per cent of the
measurement system, having believe the United States can
world's people conduct threebeen formally approved by continue indefinitely to use the
quarters of its trade using the
the world
metric Congress — but never actually inch when the rest of
European-originated
adopted in practice — in 1866. is using the meter.
system — a fact increasingly
To this day, there exists no
worrisome to U. S. planners as
He foresees a painful, costly
official foot or pound in the
the figures go up yearly.
and slow changeover although
National
Standards
Bureau.
Change is in the wind.
the transition would be
The units are known there only
Maurice Starts, secretary of
relatively swift for the
as
fractions
of
the
referential
commerce, has urged a U. S.
scientific community.
metric standards." .
switch to the metric system
In
1875,
most
of
the
world's
over the next 10 years.
technically advanced countries
Conservative estimates' of
recognized the metric system
the coat of the changeover
with the signing of the Treaty
range up to $16 billion.
of the Meter in Paris
"The titanic expense and
Japan and Britain, great
effort which the switch would
trading nations, have migrated
demand may be a small price
to the meter in recent years.
natio survival
to
Japan completed an, orderly
world comin the arena
artho
isf suplierton of n'swo'ea
changeover in 1966, a year
WATCH GARRY LEAD HIS PANELIST
petion,"
petition," says B. F. (Sandy)
after Britain started a conFRIENDS
IN THE HUNT FOR THE IDENTITY
Coggan, who is expert in trade
version program expected to
and industrial matters.
OF THE REAL MR. X ON TO TELL THE
"Most military authorities.' Ar****4*-**'******Ilk
TRUTH.
he says, "are bullish about the
effects that commonality in
design and operation of
PM
sophisticated
armaments
would have in mutual.
assistance alliances, where the
United States
a large
opo
the
pons its
ORM
treaty partners use."
HALLOWEEN
But to justify the switch,
there must be better reasons
than weapons commonality,
PECI4
Coggan concedes. One of the
reasons being advanced is that
U. S. export volume could be ; ON STAGE 8, SCREEN
increased perhaps $600 million
yearly by making U. S. goods
a
more compatible with foreign
II LIFE SIZE
MONSTER
specifications.
•
4/ POSTER
'Ake all measurement units ia to EVEIrIONE MOO wouto DART
and standards. the metric
system is arbitrary. Yet it is • AALSAI (1,11Yhod,/
widely considered to be • Come see our dead
la
firt clilay if Jou dare
inherently more logical and •
4
*-**-****
learned.
more easily
4r * ** *•**
•tr ****
-Our so-called English
ALL 4,
weights and measures which
the English call Imperial have
snows
long and very vague anAT 10:30 P.M. TELEVISION'S ALL-TIME
tecedents," says Coggan, a
FAVORITE DETECTIVE TEAM SLEUTHS OUT
former aerospace executive
who is president of the • WINNER OF
THE REAL CRIMINAL STORY AFTER STORY
Economic Development Corp.
ON THE PERRY MASON SHOW
•
ACADEMY
of San Diego County. "Often •
history becomes intertwined • AWARDS,
with folklore as exemplified by •
x(ii
the belief that the yard • .C7RL Pis
originally represented the • DAVID LEAN'S
.„ HIM
distance from shoulder to • ca. vas ftattras.3
fingertip of King Henry I — 36
inches."
Metric measurement started
so .4AAv4I0.4
morriatue
in France in 1790 when the
Nitely 7:30 plus
revolutionary National
Assembly proposed a system
2:00 Sunday
based upon permanent natural
term
a
standards Metric is
•
Ult.), 11
derived from "metre." a unit
•
of length about 39 inches,
to •
originally - intended
represent a 10-millionth part of
the distance from the equator
to the north pole at the
longitude of Paris. Units of •
area, volume and weight are
related to the meter. For instance, the unit of mass, the
r
gram mil:* weight of a cubic
ackCTS
OF
centimeter of water at greatest •
L0V
density
Every multiple or submultiple of a unit is related to it • Nitely 7:45 & 9:30
•
by• a power of 10.
plus 2:15 Sunday •,
•
• No such relationship is

HAVE A GOOD
TONIGHT
TIME
WITH GARRY MOORE.

ONE
SHOW:
ONLYI-

tdter should

By United Press International
Today is Thursday, Oct. 28,
the 301st day of 1971.
The moon is between its first
quarter and full phase.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
Jonas Salk, discoverer of the
polio vaccine, was born Oct. 28,
1914.
On this day in history:
In 1636 Harvard University
was founded in Massachusetts.
In 1886 the Statue of Liberty
was dedicated on Bedloe's
Island in New York Harbor.
In 1929 losses in quoted
values on the New York Stock
Exchange and curb exchanges
came to more than $10 billion.
Some high-price bank stocks
dropped as much as 500 points.
In 1968 thousands of Czechs
rallied to protest occupation by
Soviet troops.

The 2,200 Kentucky Baptist mend, Virginia. Special music
churches with a total of 670,000 under the direction of Eugene
individual members will send Quinn will be presented by the
messengers to the Kentucky Georgetown College, ;ampBaptist Convention which opens bellsville College, Oneida Baptist
its 134th Annual Session at the Institute, Cumberland College,
Calvary
Baptist
Church, Simmons Bible College in
Lexington, Kentucky, Monday, Louisville, and Kentucky Baptist
November
8th at 6:30 p.m. Chorale (ministers of music).
'Presiding will be Harold Wain-' Other speakers of note on the
scott, pastor of the Third Baptist three-day program include John
Church, Owensboro who is R. Claypool, II, former president
currently serving as First Vice of the convention, now pester of
President. Wainscott will be Broadway Baptist Church, Ft,
presiding due to the departure of Worth, Texas Tuesday morning,
Kentucky Baptist Convention 11:30 am.); Mrs. R.L. Mathis,
president, John R. Claypool, III, president, Woman's, Missionary
who recently moved to a Union, Southern Baptist Conpastorate in Texas.
ventior, Waco, Texas; Michael
The convention in Lexington Speer, Stewardship Commission,
will also include a meeting on Nashville, Tennessee; president
Monday at 10:30 a.m. of the Olin T. Binkley, Southeastern
Executive Board of the Kentucky Baptist Theological Seminary,
Baptist Convention, Phoenix Wake Forest, North Carolina;
Hotel; the Kentucky Baptist Baynard F. Fox, Annuity Board,
Music Association, 1:00 p.m., Dallas, Texas; and Paul R. A thought for today: German
Immanuel Baptist Church; Adkins, Home Mission Board, poet Johann Heinrich said,
"Who does not love wine, women
Religious Education Association, Atlanta, Georgia.
f000l his
1:00 p.m., and the Pastor's
The convention will close and solei, remains a
Conference of the Kentucky Wednesday evening, November whole life ling."
Raptist Convention, 2:00 p.m. at 10 at 9:30 p.m. The host church is VIP LAWBREAKER.%
• JERUSALEM (UPI)—Israeli
the Calvary Baptist Church.
pastured by Franklin Owen,
There will be several special the chairman of the Committee television viewers first saw
features included in this year's on Order of Business is Herman cars breaking the speed limit.
convention: Lay Witness led by Bowers, First Baptist Church, Then the film showed the
vehicles parked in unauthorized
Kenneth L. Chafin, Director of Frankfort.
areas, causing traffic jams and
Evangelism of the Home Mission
various other offenses.
Board, Atlanta Georgia; John ORTIZ RETURNS
Oldham, Athletic Director, NEW YORK (UPI)—Carlos What made the documentary
Western Kentucky University, Ortiz, 35-year-old former light- unusual was that the vehicles
Walter T. §radley, Pilgrim weight champion, announced belonged to Israeli cabinet
Baptist Church, layman, Mid- Tuesday that hekwill resume his ministers,including Transport
career, Minister Shimon Peres, the
boat*
way, Kentucky; and John B. Pmfeasional
executive, Nov. 27, under the auspices of state comptroller and the chief
Meeks,
bank
promoter Murray Goodman.
Rabbi.
Louisville.
Monday night will include the , Ortiz' opponent has yet to be Refiorter Avraham Kusnir
convention sermon by John W. selected for the bout which will told his audience he filmed the
Araschwitz, pastor 'Highlandrbe held at the New-ler/1Y State violations within a 10-hour
'Rills Baptist Church, Pt, Ter*Vatr Grounds,
omas; and a message t:o,'
Franklin Paschall, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Nashville
Tuesday night will be youth
emphasis featuring John Oldharn
of Bowling Green, W. R.
Davenport, Campbellsville
rutely plus .
& Sun.
College, and William Lawson, a
Negro pastor, Houston, Texas.
ke Nichol
Wednesday night will bel ;loos,
rig'J6ekhlar...holsoi • Candice Bergen
missions night with reports from
'141Mcil knOldedge is one of the beet movies ever." 1
the state, home and foreign
—Liz Smith, Cosenope,Ifv, Map my. C.
missions work with featured
‘Iikc Nichols.Jack %icholsonSandke Bergen,
speaker Baker James Cauthen.
Arthur Garfunkel Ann Margret and Jules Feiffer.
Foreign Mission Board, Rich-
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Mrs. Keys Futrell
Gives Program At
Circle I Meeting

C
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kt. 72,
its fi.
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110.
of the
Dct. 211,

Obscene phone calls
no laughing thatter

versity
set.
Liberty
edloe's
xr.
quoted
It Stock
lunges

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My son, 16, makes obscene telephone
calls. I heard him make one of those calls the other day
and confronted him immediately. He told me he had done
it
several times and thinks it's "funny."
I received an obscene phone call many years ago, and I
know it's no laughing matter. I have tried to impress this
upon my son without success.
I can't prevent him from using the phone, and there is
no way I can check on him. I am hoping iie'll outgrow it,
but he seems to take a perverse pleasure in this hobby
of
his. I hate to see him upset anyone, and of course, I hope
he doesn't run into any difficulties with the police. Have you
any suggestions?
MRS. M. C.
DEAR MRS. M. C.: Your son's "hobby" is not as Innocuous as you seem to think. It is an indication that he could
have serious emotional problems. I urge you to somehow
manage to have your son examined psychiatrically. At 141.
fies no longer a "boy"; he's a young man who desperately
needs help.

stocks
points.
Czechs
dam by

;erman
said,
MEOW
101
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i limit.
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ms and

DEAR ABBY: The other evening, around midnight, I
was awakent.ci by a police car's lights and the police radio
next door to my home. Knowing the boy of 15 and his sister,
13, welt home alone because their parents had gone to a
party, I went outside and offered my help. The two officers
said "Thank you, but it's a false alarm." The parents arrived home half an hour later so I knew all was well.
The next day the neighbor children told my youngster
that when their parents are at parties, they always call the
police and report a "prowler" around their home just to see
how quickly the police will respond.
I was tempted to inform the police about this little
scheme but decided against it. How many times can a
person cry "wolf"?
ANOTHER MOTHER -

nentary
?thinks
:abinet
insport
is the
e chief

Kusnir
led the
10-hour

DEAR,,,MOTHER: Not many more after the police get
wise. And they will, if this stunt is pulled very often.
DEAR ABBY: I have one master's and two doctorates,
but that doesn't mean I know all the answers.
My question: How Can I discourage the friendship ot
couple who call constantly, inviting my husband and me
over?
We ale in education and so are they, but they are the
world's biggest bores! If we never had to see this couple
again socially we would be delightfully liberated. I have run
out of excuses.
CHICKEN
DEAR CHICKEN: Phony excuses and insincere regrets
convey false hope. In the future, simply say. "Thank you
for the invitation, but we can't make it."
DEAR ABBY: For three yeariTve been working as a
volunteer in a home for the aged. One of my jobs is reading
letters for folks who can't read.
I simply cannot understand why so many of these letters contain nothing but a detailed report of the writer's
aches and pains. Or their husband's job problems, or their
childrens' problems, or financial problems. And they invariably end with, ". . . and how are you?"
These elderly folks need to be cheered up—not depressed. Will you please print this letter and remind those
who write to the sick and elderly to please soft-pedal the
bad news and to try to brighten their day?
And by the way, Abby, almost every town has homes
for the elderly which could use some volunteers. Maybe you
can help them recruit a few. Thank you.
LOVES OLD FOLKS

I.

What's your problem? You'll feel better If you get 11 .11
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MOO, Los Angeles, Cal.
NON. For a personal reply enclose stamped, addressed
envelope.
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want I.
Know." send Si to Abby. Box MN, Les Angeles, Cal. MN.

Fingers first
Finger foods encourage
the preschool child to eat.
Large pieces of food such
as lettuce leaves, wedges of
cabbage, carrot and turnip
sticks. cubes of cooked
meat, and long beans help
youngsters eat a variety of
foods. They can handle
them with more ease and
comfort when eaten with
the fingers

Yogurt desserts
Yogurt is a popular dessert among the young
crowd. It is delicious
spooned right from the carton or combined with
fruits. A quickie dessert
idea is prune whip yogurt
spooned on a fresh peach
half then sprinkled with
brown sugar. Or, top sliced
bananas with blueberry yogurt and sprinkle with
flaked coconut.
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A MOTHER'S NIGHTMARE

Sudden infant deaths
are still unexplained

Mrs. David Henry, chairman,
presided at the meeting of Circle
I of the Women's Society of
Christian Service of the First
United Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, October 19, at two
Editor's Note: Each year
o'clock in the afternoon in the 20,000 babies die suddenly and
social hall of the church.
unexplainably. Research
The chairman opened the continues to find the cause of
meeting with a poem,"Put Your death — which usually strikes
while baby is asleep in bed.
Faith To Work".
Mrs. Keys Futrell gave the
By ANN STEWART
devotion and the program. The
Copley News Service
Janey Kelso, fifteen year old daughter et Mr. and Mrs. Glen devotional scripture was from
Kelso of Murray, Route Seven, is skewing the poppets that she PsalmS 1 and Psalms 96:12 on
One day earlier this year a
the theme, "Happiness of the
made for use in the Calloway County Public Library Story Hear.
young mother entered the
Janey,a junior at Calloway County High,is working in the library Godly". Her interesting program nursery to check on her 6for the community service standard toward the F.H.A. State was on "Happiness Is Love".
month-old sleeping daughter.
During the business session
Homemaker Degree. The Dew puppets are Poindexter, a flopFive hours later she was
members reported eighty-seven
eared hound, and Tweety, a saucy bluebird.
found by her husband, still in
visits to the sick and shutins
the nursery, in shock and
since the last meeting. A bazaar clutching the lifeless remains
was planned to be held following of the infant who had died
the November meeting at the suddenly during the night.
Thursday, October 28
"No one was home when I
at 2:30 p.m. with Miss Roberta social hall with the public invited.
"The Haunted House", a Whitnah as hostess. Mrs. O.C. Mrs. Claude Farmer and Mrs. found her and it was 11:30
money making project of the Wells will be leader for the David Henry volunteered to work before anyone found me, still
Kappa Department of the program on "International at the Clothing Bank at Douglas holding her."
Gym as the circle was asked to
Months have passed but the
Murray Woman's Club, will be Students".
death of the infant, who had
help with the local project.
open from six to ten p.m. The
house is at 403 North 16th Street. Phi Beta Lambda, professional The nominating committee been healthy and thriving the
day before, still remains a
The Zeta Department of the business fraternity at Murray gave the report on the new ofpuzzle.
BABY'S GONE—One moment an infant may be playing happily
Murray Woman's Club will meet State University, will meet at ficers who will be as follows:
More than 20,000 children
at the club house at 7:30 p.m. with 7:30 p.m. in Room 104 of the Mrs. Connie Ford, chairman; between one and six months of and the next be may be dead—victim of Sudden Unexplained
Mrs. A.B. Crass as the speaker. business building. Pictures for Mrs. David • Henry, vice- age die unexpectedly and Infant Death (SUM). Doctors have yet to determine the cause
chairman; Mrs. Robert Smith,
of the mysterious deaths.
Hostesses will be Mesdames The Schield will be made.
secretary; Mrs. Carl Rowland, unexplainably in this country
Cody Caldwell, Robert Hahs,
each
year..
psychiatry at Harbor General fidence in his parents."
treasurer; Mrs. Aubrey Farmer,
Friday, October 29
A.H. Kopperud, Tom Rowlett,
The deaths, referred to as Hospital in LOS Angeles.
Realizing the impact SUID
sunshine.
H.B. Bailey, Jr., and Buist Scott. "The Haunted House" at 403
Sudden Unexplained Infant
feel
parents
SUID
cases
"In
has
on the lives of parents and
voted
to
send
The
gifts
circle
North 16th Street will be open
Death 1SUID),crib death or cot guilt; they feel they haven't children, physicians try to
Christmas
to
patients
for
at
from
six
to
ten
p.m.
This
is
Faculty recital of. Thomas
death, come without warning — taken good enough care of their counsel and keep in touch with
Hospital, some babies have died in their child,"
State
Baker, piano, will be held at the sponsored by the Kappa Western
Dr. Rogers pointed out. the families involved. They
Hopkinsville,
again
this year.
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts Department of the Murray
mother's arms. And SUED is "Care implies protection, and assure and reassure the
During the social hour the fast. Coroners estimate that parents feel they haven't parents that they were not at
Woman's Club.
Building, at eight p.m.
hostesses, Mrs. Carl Rowland, death may take from five
protected the dead child."
fault, that nothing could be
Glaucoma Screening Eye
and Mrs. Aubrey Farmer,served seconds to five minutes.
Saturday, October 36
She said that the loss of a done.
Clinic will
be held at the "The Haunted House" at 463 refreshments to the eighteen
There are theories, there are child often -reawakens the _ But 'still the . gossip, the
Robertson Elementary
to dare—Mere aire Ide-Miky or pif.st Vokseii.
•Nbeq I8thSf'offbe'Veilfie embers preserrt.
from 6:30to nine p.m. The public
no answers.
,"Often a parent who loies a
the final night. trimu six to ten ,
What really- is at fautt-? is urged to take advantage of this
"The worst thing is the sense child of his own also reexp.m.,as a money making project
SUID is all the more tragic
clinic, supervised by Dr. James
frustration,"
of
utter
one
over
dead
his
grief
periences
of the Kappa Department of the
because, in spite of massive
Hart.
mother who has lost her baby friends or relatives," the research
Murray Woman's Club.
and studies, the ansaid. "I had her one day — and
psychiatrist explained, adding swer to what claims
The Magazine Club will meet at
the lives of
the next day she was gone."
that grief reactions are a healthy, normal babies without
the Murray Woman's Club Hodse Ninth annual Turkey Shoot of
know
why."
"I
don't
They
don't
not
a
sum.
product,
the New Concord
Parentwarning is still a blank.
The death of a baby is always
merely add up, they multiply
Teachers Club will be at the ' The lakeside home of Mr. and
"All the usual research tricks
hard to accept, but twice as
geometrically.
Garvin Phillips' farm, two miles Mrs. Eugene Tarry was the scene
Mark Lance is the name chosen
difficult when it comes sudGrief is natural, and much have been pulled — there really
west of New Concord, starting at of the meeting of the Dorothy denly, says Dr. Rita Rogers,
by Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hill of
counseling and observation is has been extensive research
nine a.m. Shells and refresh- Group of the Baptist Women of chief of the division of child
devoted to helping parents undertaken in the area of
Murray Route Six for their baby
the First Baptist Church belck on
accept their loss and cope with SUID," said Dr. Joseph W. St.
boy, weighing eight pounds ments will be available.
Gone Jr., chief of the departthe situation.
fourteen ounces, born on MonSaturday, October 16, at , five
The
Hazel School Parent- thirty o'clock in the afternoon.
But, as Dr. Rogers stressed, ment of pediatrics at Harbor
day, October 25, at 11:58 a.m. at
Teacher Club will have a turkey
siblings in the f arhily may General.
A steak supper was cooked and
the Murray-Calloway County
shoot at the old Tucker farm, two served to the members, their
"But," he added, "SUID is
suffer just as deeply, and their
•
Hospital.
Highway husbands, and guests on the
emotions and reactions are just that — it's sudden and it's
They have another son, miles north of Hazel on
eight a.m. Shells outdoor terrace overlooking the The Women's Society , of often overlooked. Also, the unexplained — we have to
Michael Glenn, who fa be four 641, starting at
and refreshments will be sold. lake. They were seated at tables Christian Service of the Coles reactions might not be search to find any real
in January.
Camp Ground United Methodist noticeable until many years evidence at all."
covered with checked cloths and
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
will be held centered with autumn flowers. Church met on Wednesday, later.
Festival
The
Fall
Audrey Hill of Almo Route One
There is never a warning.
at the Almo School with the doors Lighted lanterns, pumpkins, and ctober 20, at seven-thirty
An older child is always The infants are healthy and
and Mr. and Mrs. Hearon Parker
at
the
evening
in
the
o'clock
to open at six p.m. The event is flowers were used around the
jealous of younger siblings. He normal, with no disease
of Murray Route Six.
parsonage with Mrs. James has fleeting wishes that the histories. All seemed to
sponsored by the PTA.
be
outdoor fireplace.
Great grandparents are Mr.
Griffith being the hostess.
newcomer would go back to growing
and
thriving.
Mrs. Hugh Oakley, group
and Mrs. Kress Parker of Murray
"Stewardship and Prayer" was wherever he came from," she Autopsies show very little.
leader, welcomed the members
Sunday, October 31
Route Six and Mr. and Mrs.
the program theme with Mrs. explained.
Equal Williams of Murray Route Members of Murray Assembly and guests and presided over a
Keith Letterman giving the
After each death physicians
session.
business
Three. Mrs. Eula Evans of No. 19 Order of the Rainbow for brief
Since wishing makes it so, or
program. She was assisted by
pour
over every detail of the
the
believes,
Murray Route Six is a great great Girls will "trick or, treat for Visitation cards were distributed
so the young child
Mrs. Standley Letterman.
UNICEF" starting at two p.m. for persons to visit before the
or sister may feel necropsy and past history, to
grandmother.
brother
big
next meeting. Plans for other Mrs. Austelle Crouse led the responsible for the sudden detect any strand of evidence.
A business
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Harrison mission action projects were closing prayer.
death of the baby.
There is little evidence to
followed the program.
meeting
will
be
50th
announced.
honored on their
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Beth of
date, although the search is
is
the
child
who
the
Usually
Gilbertsville Route One announce wedding anniversary with a Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
Refreshments were served by most jealous is forced to voice strewn with discarded theories.
the birth of a baby boy, Aaron reception at the home of their pastor of the church, gave inMrs. Griffith to Mesdames his love and pleasure with the
Wright,
daughter,
E.
Mrs.
Robert
Bryan, weighing wren pounds
formal remarks for the group.
tinyrival.Consequently, he has
All Group singing was led by Austell Crouse, Marvin Scott,
four ounces, born on Monday, from two to five p.m.
few avenues to express his
Fred
Lassiter,
Homer
Charlie
relatives and friends are invited. Steadrnan Baker with Mrs. Neil
October 25, at 7:40 p.m.
Williams, Stanciley Letterman, jealousy and will have a very Shrimp Cocktail with
The new father is serving with
Brown at the piano.
and Keith Letterman, members, hard time coping with the loss.
Ninth annual Turkey Shoot of
Five-Ingredient Sauce
lie U. S. Army at Fort Knox.
"Parents recognize grief —
Special guests were Rev. and and Miss Kathy Scott, a visitor.
Salad Bowl
Sliced
Meat
Concord Parent- Mrs. Todd and Mr. and Mrs.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. the New
The next meeting will be held but their child's grief is due to Fruit Compote
Beverage
Dean Beth of pilbertsville Route Teachers Club will start at 1:30 •teadman Baker. Members and
pointed
out.
she
loss,"
guilt,
not
on November 17 at 7:30 p.m. at
FIVE-INGREDIENT SAUCE
feelings are
his
One and Mr. 4nd Mrs. James B. p.m. at the Garvin Phillips' Farm husbands presents were Mr. and
Accordingly,
the home of Mrs. Charlie
Store any leftover sauce,
misinterpreted and he may be
McLemore of Calvert City. Great two miles west of New Concord. Mrs. Neil Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Lassiter.
tightly covered, in the refrigUs
and
refreshments
will
be
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
affected by guilt reactions for era tor.
Ralph Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Clifton Beth of Gilbertsville vailable.
the rest of his life.
Johnston, Mr. and Mrs. Homer
1/2 cup mayonnaise
In addition to guilt, a sibling
Route One, Mr. and Mrs. Virgil
Miller, Dr. and Mrs. Hugh
1/2 cup commercial sour
and
frightened
feels
often
Fisher of Fort Scott, Kansas, and
Oakley, Dr. and Mrs. Castle
cream
unprotected.
Mrs. Vada Hall of Calvert City.
1-3rd cup catchup
Parker. and
Mr. and Mrs.
-Small children feel their
1-3rd cup chopped sweet
Eugene Tarry.
parents have the ability to gherkins
Tabasco sauce to taste
A baby boy, Brandon Lathel,
The home of Mrs. Jim Washer protect them from all harm —
Mix all ingrediehts; chill.
weighing eight pounds one ounce, Mrs. J.B. Roach and Mrs.
was the scene of the meeting of when a death occurs, especially
the Wadesboro Homemakers an unanticipated and sudden Serve over shrimp. Makes
was born to Mr. and Mrs. John Mamie Alton were hostesses for
1 2 cups.
Morgan of 512 West 9th Street, the October twelfth meeting of
Club held on Wednesday,October one, a child may lose con- about 1 /
Benton, on Monday, October 25, the Paris Road Homemaker Club
20, at one o'clock in the afternoon.
at 3:25 p.m. at the Murray- held at the Roach home.
Mrs. Max Hurt presented the
The Dexter Homemakers Club
Calloway County Hospital.
The president, Mrs. Eldridge held its regular monthly meeting special lesson for the month on
They have another son, Brad, Gee, presided over the meeting on Thursday, October 14, at nine- "Christmas Gifts From the
age eight. The father is em- with Mrs. Dewey Grogan giving thirty o'clock in the morning at Sewing Machine". Many special
ployed with the Penn and Son the devotion. The minutes and the Dexter Community Center. ideas and samples were shown by
Sheet Metal Company, Benton. treasurer's report were read by Mrs. Lydia Overby presented the lesson leader.
the main lesson the subject,
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. Mrs. Ina Nesbitt.
The president, Mrs. David
George Lathel Morgan of Benton
"Home Saving Gadgets".
Palmer, presided, and Mrs. Hurt
Route Five and Mrs. Mary An interesting lesson on "Gifts
read the scripture from Psalms
Hamlin of Benton Route Nine. From Your Sewing Machine" The devotion was given by Mrs. 16:11. Mrs. Clinton Burchett,
*
Mrs. Mae Colson of Benton is a was presented by Mrs. Pat Elizabeth Puckett followed by secretary, called the roll with
*
3
Days
Thompson.
Only
prayer by Mrs. Barletta Wrather. members answering with her *
Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
*
great grandmother.
*
The landscape notes were The roll call was answered with "favorite Halloween treat *
*
*
given by Mrs. Louise Dunn and members giving their favorite received as a child".
* ONE GROUP
*
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Scott of the recreation was directed by Halloween treat received as a
Mrs. Ernest Futrell directed
*
*
child.
Akio Route One are the parents Mrs. J.T. Taylor.
the recreation. Refreshments
*
*
of a baby girl, Mitzi Gay,
were served by Mrs. Washer.
less *
*
weighing six pounds eleven
Before the refreshments were Games were directed during
Members
present
were
*
ounces, born on Monday, October served, the group surprised Mrs the recreational period. A Mesdames Gusts Conner, David
:ONE GROUP
25, at 3:54 p.m. at the Murray- Myrtle Madrey, mother of Mrs potluck luncheon was served at Palmer, Baron Palmer, Max
**
Calloway County Hospital.
Roach, by singing "Happy Birth- the noon hour.
*
Hurt, Ernest Futrell, Lowell *
Their other children are Kim day". A beautiful birthday cake Members
were Palmer, Clete Young, Wayne *
present
*
less *
Earl, age sixteen, Kathy Marie, was included in the refresh- Mesdames Dolly Colson, Irene Hardie, Clarence Culver, Clinton
*
age thirteen, Rodney Lee, age ments.
Mitchuson, Lydia Overby, June Burchett, and Jim Washer. A *
*
twelve, and Tracy Dee, age
Pritchett, Naomi Edwards, Lola visitor was Mrs. Martha Kelly
All
were
fifteen
members
:ONE RACK
three. The father is employed
Parrish, Elizabeth Puckett, June Crick.
$a nd
with the Kentucky Highway present. Five visitors were Mrs. Higgins, Aline Pritchett, Marion The next meeting will be held *
Otley White, Mrs. Myrtle Flood, and Pansy Pritchett..
Department.
on November 17 at one p.m.at the
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. hiadrey, Mrs. Mamie Alton, Mrs. Visitors were Mrs. Jane Prit- home of Mrs. Baron Palmer.
#
Walter
Duke,
and
Mrs.
Orpha
10
Roy Scott of Murray Route Two
chett, Mrs. Peggy Ford and son,
*
Brinkley.
and Mr. and Mrs. Austelle Crouse
Mitchell, Mrs. Irene Dillion and
When you remove glass jars
Murray, Ky.
111 So. 4th Street
of Murray Route One. Mrs. The next meeting will be held in son, Mark, Mrs. Louise Haley, from heat while canning, always *
IL
Lurlie Sinter of Murray is a great the home of Mrs. Pat Thompson and Mrs. Barletta Wrather, area set jars upright, far apart and ^
on the Paris Road.
grandmother.
out of a draft to cool.
***************************0
agent.

A

Steak Supper Held
'By Dorothy Group
At Tarry Home

rB—IRTHSA

Griffith Home Is
Scene Of Coles
Camp Ground WSCS

Sunday Supper

Mrs. Jim Washer
Hostess For Meet
Of Wadesboro Club

Paris Road Club
Has Regular Meet
At Roach Home

Dexter Homemakers
Hold Regular Meet

.
*
*** Mademoiselle.
*
*
*3,
*
*
Shop
**
*
*
*

iegal!

*
*

E.O.M. S A L E

* FALL DRESSES 1/2 &
* SPORTSWEAR 1/2,
t
* MISCELLANEOUS $5

COPE „

A
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Seven Of Top College Teams To
Test Perfect Records Saturday

Laver Reaches
Quarter-Finals

THURSDAY—OCTOBER 28, 1971
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College Football Forecast

Oklahoma Favored Only Slightly In
Saturday's Contest With Iowa State

WEMBLEY, England (UPI)
—It took two hours of all-out
tennis but Rod Laver finally
By GARY KALE
lone loss at the hands of Michigan express.
made it to the quarter-finals of
Primed For Dogfight
UPI Sports Writer
. The Cornhuskers,
By United Press International over Bucknell, Delaware 20
The Southwest
18—This one could go the other
Seven of the nation's top 10 however, have perfect balance. Auburn is primed for an the $48,000 Wills Embassy
Temple.
over
Oklahoma!
out,
Watch
MIKE RABUN
By
way.
college football teams put their Nebraska boasts a defensive aerial dogfight with Florida and tournament.
Tide Midwest
UPI Dallas
Laver, recognized as the That's the message our
The Far West
perfect records on the line unit that has yielded only 40 the two team pilots have the
SAINSBURY
ED
By
expert
has
Midlands regional
Arkansas 41 Texas A&M 7—
By JOE SARGIS
ammunition to carry out this world's No. 1 player, struggled
Saturday.
points this season.
UPI Chicago
the powerful Sooners'
The Aggies don't have enough
UPI San Francisco
battle. Auburn quarterback Pat for 125 minutes against game for
Top-ranked Nebraska (7-0)
It's Davis and Johnson
Notre Dame 21 Navy 0—Irish offense to match Razorbacks.
football team this Saturday
California 27 Southern Caligoes against No. 9 Colorado (6- Colorado relies on tailback Sullivan and Florida signal Georges Goven of France
but
neither
can't
score
much,
tangle
they
with
Big
when
Texas 35 SMU 17—Longhorns fornia 24—Bears feel they can
D. No. 2 Oklahoma (6-0) faces Charlie Davis for its ground caller John Reaves are among Wednesday before he achieved
Eight rival Iowa State at can the Middies.
sufficiently healed to knocl beat anyone, even Trojans.
once-beaten Iowa St.,. third- game and Ken Johnson for the nation's total offense victory, 5-7, 8-6, 6-3.
Northwestern 20 Illinois 14— Mustangs out of a tie for
The Frenchman took the first Norman, Okla.
Stanford 21 Oregon State 14—
rated Michigan (7-0) clashes passing. Cliff Branch and Willie leaders, with Sully accounting
ranked No. 2 Wildcats have tougher defense Southwest Conference lead.
Sooners,
The
set
when
Laver
made
Reaves
for
several
Indians ambush Beavers In
yards
and
for 1,293
with Indiana, No. 4 Alabama (7- Nichols handle the receiving.
Houston 33 Florida State 31— comeback.
costly errors in the 12th game. behind Big Eight foe Nebraska than Purdue.
0) takes on Mississippi St., No. Oklahoma comes off a record 1,149.
in the weekly ratings, have Michigan 35 Indians 6— An offensive show with the last Oregon 27 Washington State
5 Auburn (6-0) meets Florida, spree of 711 yards rushing, Buzy Rosenberg, Georgia's But the Australian bounced
been steamrolling over op- Hoosiers might be able to kick team scoring probably winning. 21—Fouts upstages Paine.
sixth-ranked Georgia (7-0) tack- against Kansas State. Iowa St. little bundle of dynamite, gives back in the next to square the
Also—Texas Christian 14 over
match
after Goven served two ponents the last three weeks two field goals.
Washington 21 UCLA 7—
les South Carolina and seventh- can't be rated a pushover, the Bulldogs a potent offensive
and reached a high of 75 points Michigan State 17 Purdue 14 Baylor, Texas Tech four over Shrkiller too much for Bruins'
rated Penn St.,(6-0) locks horns however. The Cyclones have weapon with his punt returns. double faults. Goven again
—Spartans
are
coming,
BoilerRice, West Texas State 18 over defense.
• •••
Rosenberg has a total of 305 double faulted in the deciding against Kansas State last
with West Virginia.
lost only to Colorado.
Iowa State has makers going.
Wichita, North Texas State nine
No. 8 Arkansas (6-1) plays The question remains how yards in this category, includ- set to clinch the victory for Saturday. But
lost only once in six starts and Ohio State 42 Minnesota 7— over Drake, New Mexico State
Texas A&M and No. 10 Ohio many times will Alabama's ing a 56-yard return last Laver.
presents a definite problem for Buckeyes want more points one over Idaho.
Top-seed
John
Kentucky.
Newcombe
of
against
Saturday
State (5-1) is at Minnesota.
Johnny Musso score against
with the passing of than Michigan.
Oklahoma
The Rockies
Australia
easily
swept
past Jeff
Nebraska meets a tough Mississippi St? He has 13 Penn State has not lost to
Wisconsin 28 Iowa 7—Seven
quarterback Dan Carlson.
By TRACY RINGOISBY
Colorado team that suffered its touchdowns in seven games this West Virginia since 1955 and Borwiak of Berkeley, Calif.,
Our man doesn't expect the straight to the chin for
UPI Cheyenne
year and State, with its 2-5 this certainly isn't the year for while Frew McMillan of South Sooners to lose Saturday, but It Hawkeyes.
Arizona State 72 Air Force 21
Africa
defeated Aussie Bob
Some of the nation's best A.I.
record, isn't the kind of team the injury-riddled Mountaiwill be closer than Oklahoma Also—Cincinnati seven over —Sun Devils have too many
Proven Bulls ars available to
Carmichael,
6-4,
1-6,
6-3.
neers.
that can contain Musso's rushing
you at cooperative prices through
has become accustomed to this Memphis State, Kent State horses for the Falcons in the
In
other
matches,
Ilie
Nasgames
Saturday
top
Other
KABA. C,all:
game.
three
over
Northern
Illinois,
season.
disciplinarians.
battle
of
Lase
of
Romania 'downed Roy
include -Texas vs. Southern
*lichigan is gunning for a Methodist, Cornell vs. Colum- Emerson of Australia, 6-1, 5-7, Among the top 10 only ninth- Ohio U. six over W&..e'v -7,1z-- --1.eo 31 Aril,na 7—
ose Bowl berth and the bia, Washington vs. UCLA, 6-4; Bob Hewitt of South Africa ranked Calorado is expected to Michigan, Toledo 21 over Miami Lobos ready to break loose
Wolverine chances of attaining Tulane vs. Vanderbilt, Houston struggled past John Alexander lose this weekend, and that's (0.), Villanova 17 over Xavier, against no-offense Arizona.
KABA Technician
13—
this goal grow each weekend. vs.' Florida St., Stanford vs. ef Australia, 6-8, 6-3, 6-2; and only because the Buffaloes go Southern Illinois seven over Utah 28 Wyoming
Dayton
three
Indiana
State,
Nebraska.
Murray
against
top-ranked
explosive
too
opponent,
are
just
Redskins
Indiana, this week's
Oregon St. and Princeton vs. Australia's Ray Ruffels beat
over Youngstown.
The East
for Cowboys.
poses little threat to the Brown.
Mark Cox of England, 9-8, 3-6,
Phone 753-2984
The Midlands
By FRED McMANE
Texas El Paso 14 Brigham
By MIKE BRANDON
7-5.
By CHARLIE SMITH
York
UPI
New
league
tasted
Yoking 10,—M1ner5
In women's play, Rosemary
Complete
UPI Kansas City
victory for first time last week
The Murray Junior Varsity'
Casals of San Francisco defeat- Pittsburgh TA Syracuse 17—
Breeding
Nebraska
38
Colorado
13—The
for
a
letdown
Orangemen
due
for
another
are
hungry
concludes their season tonight by
and
ed Virginia Wade of Britain, 5,ornhuskers are so balanced, bite.
entertaining E. W. Grove Junior
Service
7, 6-3, 6-2 to reach the after last week's romp.
S(hit SCIL1
Penn State 42 West Virginia they should be dieticians.
High of Paris. The game is slated
Utah State 27 Colorado State
semifinals.
I2—Nittany Lions have too Oklahoma 47 Iowa State 31—
to begin at 6:45 p.m. and will be
The Cyclones are a fine football
much sock for Mountaineers.
played at Holland Field.
Dartmouth 20 Yale 13—The team, but how do you defend
The young Tigers have won two By United Press International managed only six.
OMAS RELEASED
games and lost two games so far It no longer holds true that' if In other ABA action, the BLOOMINGTON,
Minn. Indians are getting closer and what you can't catch?
this season. The two losses came you stop Charlie Scott, you stop Pittsburgh Condors ripped the UPI)—The Minnesota Twins closer to defeat ... but not this
Oklahoma State 30 Kansas 21
at the hands of Mayfield's Junior the Virginia Squires.
Carolina Cougars 31-121, and
ounced Wednesday that first week.
by
Cornell 72 . Columbia - 13— —Both, teams- riddled
,yarsity Cardinals..
the Utah Stars stopped the semen George Thomas -has
The offense of Murray is led by 'The 'Kentucky Colonels held Memphis Pros, 104-98.
een released and outfielder Mariner° sets NCAA career injuries; Dick Graham' could be
the difference in this one.
quarterback Brad Barnett. Eli Scott, the American Basketball George Thompson scored nine Brant Alyea and catcher Tom rushing record.
Also — Princeton 17 over Missouri 16 Kansas State 10—
Alexander and Greg Johnson Association's leading scorer, to consecutive Points in the third rrischinski have been transhold down the end positions. The only seven points Wednesday quarter to give Pittsburgh the erred to the, organization's Brown, Harvard 10 over Penn- Big Eight's cellar battle will
sylvania, Holy Cross 12 over not lack for effort.
halfbacks are Doug Shelton and night but rookies Willie Sojour- lead and the Condors held off a Portland farm club.
Northeastern, Rutgers eight
'Dale McCuiston pith Gary ner and Julius Erving combined Carolina rally in the last period
The South
`13uchannan seeing plenty of for 46 points and Neil Johnson to beat the Cougars. Thompson
By DAVID MOEFIT
action as a blocking back. Phil added 24 to give the Squires a finished with 31 points while
UPI Atlanta
Miller holds down the center 110-107 victory.
rookie Jim McDaniels led the
Alabama 31 Mississippi State
'position while the guards are Ken
Cougars with 30.
7—Johnny Musso makes run at
-Grogan, Bobby Knight and Allan Sojourner, from Weber State, Glen Combs hit nine points in
Southeastern Conference singled
25
points
and
Erring,
from
.Moore.
Steve Porter, Craig
a row in the last quart.er to
season rushing record.
usetts,
added
21
as
the
Suiter and Gil Wilcox lead the
boost Utah past Memphis.
By JOE ST. AMANT
of last year—and is No. 90 on Louisiana State 24 MissivOppi
uires took over first place in Combs hit on three field goals—
defense. Other members who
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UPI)— the PGA list.
14-13engals tune up for followABA East and handed the one a three-pointer—and two Lee
Trevino is a good wind
will be seeing a lot of action are
Others with much fatter ing week's game with Alabama.
Cliff Dibble, Wes Fergerson, Colonels their first loss at home foul shots to give the Stars an player, having learned to ewe
bankrolls who hope to share in Auburn 35 Florida 14—Pat
Mike Beane, David Gore, Ricky this season.
87-8,5 lead. He finished with 31 •th the gusts at an early age the cash are: Tom Shaw, Sullivan outduels John Reaves.
added
21.,
Willie
Wise
points
and
Lovett and Lee Stewart.
Dan Issel led the Colonels
his native Texas. That's Charles Goody, Bob Goalby, Georgia 28 South Carolina 10
; The junior high band will with 36 points while Kentucky's Wendell Ladner's 21 points led ,
i robably as good a reason as George Archer, Bobby Nichols, —Bulldogs keep grinding out
2provide entertainment before the prized rookie, Artis Gilmore, the Pros.
y to make him the favorite Dean Beman, Juan Rodriguez, the yardage
:game and at halftime.
at the start of the Phil Rodgers, Frank Beard, Georgia Tech 20 Duke 13—
$135,000 72-hole Sahara Invita- George Knudson, Doug Sanders, Yellowjackets get two in a row
tional golf tournament.
George Bayer, Ray Floyd, for first time this season.
A
•
Trevino has had to struggle Dave Marr, Orville Moody, Also—Tennessee 14 over Tul•
since he was stymied by Pete Brown, John Miller and sa, Kentucky six over Virginia
appendicitis in August after John Schroeder among others. Tech, Tulane four over Vander' g three tournaments in a
The weather may play a big bilt, Wake Forest two over
row but he looks to be ready part in determining who gets Clemson, Maryland 17 over
be in two weeks, according to
or a real shot at the $17,000 what.
Virginia Military, North CaroliBY MIKE BRANDON
spokesman.
irst prize in the 14th annual
The National Weather Service na seven over William & Mary,
Final Standings
Sahara on the wind-swept said there was a chance of Virginia seven over North
Middle school football came to
Murray Middle
"Paid for by committee for J. Robert Miller for Auditor of
Paradise Valley Country Club showers today and winds 15-25 Carolina State, Southern Missisa close with two games conPublic
Accounts, H. Bemis Lawrence, Treasurer, Louisville,
School Football
course.
miles an hour from the sippi eight over Richmond,
cluding the season Tuesday
Kentucky."
Trevino shot a three-under- southwest.
Army.
(Fla.)
21
over
Miami
night.
•
Team
W. L..T par 69 Tuesday in
the
prelude
on
this
opamateur
—The-Steelees, with fivewiiis dfld SteeTers
5 0 1 lengthy desert course. His best
one tie to their credit, take first ars
3 2 I finish since surgery was last
place in the league. The stan- Browns
2 4 0 weekend in the Kaiser Invitadings are found in tonight's Colts
1 5 n tional when he tied for 15th.
Ledger & Times.
Tuesdan night's results
A victory here or even third
Bears 0, Steelers 0.
place which is worth more than
Paducah, Kentucky
In the first contest, the un$9,000 would boost Trevino over
defeated Steelers saw their
Browns 24, Colts 0
the No. 1 money-bags of the
perfect season go down the drain
year, Jack Nicklaus, who
by playing a scoreless tie with the
Cordially invites you to attend their special
collected $207,080 and then
fired up Bears.
The Steelers
announced he was through for
were on the 14 yard line when
1971. Latest word, however, is
time expired in the game.
that Nicklaus has grown weary
Norman Lane, coach of the
Bears, praised his defensive SAN ANTONIO, Tex. UPI)— of fishing and will be back for
In the beautiful new Entertainment Center
team for the fine showing they All 49 players of the Detroit more golf before the year's
made against the strong Steelers. Lions football team'paid a final end.
Arnold Palmer is No. 3 on the
In the second contest of the farewell Wednesday to Chuck money-list with $94,937. Slighty
evening the Browns put their best Hughes, the wide receiver who behind Trevino's $199,469. Pal(Committee for Lyman offensive effort of the season collapsed of a heart attack
DANCE ALL EVENING TO THE "BIG BAND SOUND" OF THE
mer did not play in the pro-am
during a game Sunday and was
Ginger Superintendent together and humiliated the Colts dead
here but will be in the thick of
less than an . hour later.
24-0.
the medal play for the big
of Public Instruction ,
Hughes was buried amid the money.
With the passing of football rolling green hills in the state
Most of the big name
season, the middle school will where he grew up.
PLUS
now focus its attention toward The entire team, including six American pros are here except
Paid Political Advertisement
Bill
Casper,
the
Kaiser
winner.
basketball The first game will coaches and two team doctors
This Exciting FLOOR SHOW During Dance Intermission
Babe Hiskey, the surprise
attended the funeral.
SEE THE JACK LLOYD 1968-1969-1970 and 1971
"1 thought it would be the 1970 Sahara winner, is back to
least we could do for Chuck and defend his title. Hiskey has won
$20,000 this year—his purse
his family to have all his
teammates at his graveside," GRAHAM
SIDELINED
said Lions' Head Coach Joe
Present Their Famous
EUGENE, Ore. UPI 1 - Tom
Schmidt.
3raham, a
University
of
When the graveside service
Dregon linebacker who was
ended. the Rev. Ronald Walker
;_•onsidered an All-America canpicked a gold crucifix from the
Jidate, will be sidelined for the
top of the steel gray casket and
remainder of the football
•Beautiful Spotlight Exhibitions •Thrilling Formation Dancing
gave it to Hughes' widow,
season with a fractured right
iharon. She sat on the front
•iiilarious Comedy• Audience Participation•Prizes .Galore
ankle.
row fin several minutes and
Doctors said that Graham
then stood.
had suffered a hairline fracture
We Guarantee that you will stay on the edge of your seat when JACK LLOYD dances
Very quietly most of Hughes'
in the ankle necessitating a
the
torrid JUARACHA while balancing a glass ot water on his head for the 1,786th
49 teammates spoke with her 'cast
for at least four weeks
and embraced her. First to her
TIME WITHOUT AN ACCIDENT. WILL HE MAKE IT AGAIN?
ide were Steve Owens, a FLOWERS TO
GIANTS
running back, quarterback Bill
See the exciting steps arid beautiful styling that has won four consecutive MidNEW YORK (UPI)-- Defenunson and 1,em Barney, a sive back Richmond
Eloskrs
America Ballroom Championships for the Jack Lloyd Champagne Dancers.
efenso,back, who was walking was acquired by the New
York
on crutches.
Giants Wednesday from the
Hughes was 28. He was a Washington Redskins.
•Register For Two Big Door Prizes•
native of Philadelphia but grew
His acquisition completes .the
up in Abilene, Tex. The funeral
in which the Redskins got
Phone 753-1966 • was held in his widow's Jeal
304 Main
wide receiver Clifton McNeil
ihometown, San Antonio.
.?arlier in the week,
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NEN\ CHARLIE JAMES ORCHESTRA

Montgomery
Ward

Has Reopened Under
New Management

MID-AMERICA BALLROOM CHAMPIONS

"CHAMPAGNE SHOW"

We Invite You In To Meet
Steve Durbin
There is still plenty of time to place
your Christmas Orders!
ASK FOR FREE CATALOG
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Racers Take On Eastern K entucky Here Saturday
Murrray State's Racers, tied 6- worst of weather and field con41 by East Tennessee Saturday, conciitons and Furgerson said
will play powerful Eastern after the first quarter both teams
Kentucky at Murray this week.
e limited to straight handoffs
Eastern a pre-season favorite
futile attempts to pass.
a e Ohio Valley Conference "Several times we had receivers
ionship, was beaten 16-7 by behind the defense but we
Western Kentucky Saturday and couldn't get the ball to them," he
is 4-2 for the season. Murray is 2- said. "That neither team could
3-1.
score a touchdown shows how
bad conditions were."
Racer Coach Bill Furgerson Stan Watts got all of Murray's
called the Murray-East game a points on a pair of field goals. He
typical one between the two. missed two other attempts. He
"Neither team has beaten the has kicked seven this season to
other by more than a touchdown tablish a new Murray school
in the last five years and the last
three times they've played in Rick Fisher added 120 yards
Johnson City the scores have rushing to his career record at
been 8-7, 10-10, and 6-6," Murray which now stands at 1891
Furgerson noted.
yards. His season total of 677 is
Fullback
The game was played under the best in the OVC.
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best A.I.
wadable to
lees through
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CHICAGO (UPII—Ftahaman
Ali, younger brother of the
former heavyweight
boxing
champion, Wednesday- night
overpowered a much lighter
opponent, Harold Carter of
Cleveland, Ohio, for a technical
knockout in 2:28 of the third
round.
Ali, 28, weighed 196 pounds to
177 for Carter. 'Ali was 42 inch
shorter at 6 feet PI inches.
Ali moved quickly to his 10th
victory against one defeat in
the heavyweight boxing ranks,
scoring with left jabs and right
crosses.
In the third round, however,
Ali started out missing with
several right hand leads and
Knicks with 20.
The Bullets managed their Carter landed two rights of his
second win of the season behind own. Ali then connected with a
the hot shooting of forward left and a right that sent Carter
Jack Maria. Mann scored 11 of bouncing off one set of ropes to
his 26 points in the opening the next.
period and them hit six baskets Ali finally landed a solid left
in the third period to put the and a hard right and Carter
game on ice. Jimmy Walker led went down on all fours. The
referee didn't even count.
the Pistons with 19 points.

Emphasis More Now On
Running Than Throwing

Injury-Plagued 76ers
Top Cavaliers 120-106

4**********************

4

Ali Overpowers —
Carter In Third

Sunday. What's more, he knows and not much more.
By MILTON RICHMAN
Baltimore over Pittsburgh—I
it.
UPI Sports Writer
what can't see the Colts losing two in
me
of
reminds
"Csonka
NEW YORK (UPI)—For a
said about a row despite the Monday night
long time, the only thing you (Vince) Lombardi
Olsen. "He "hex."
ever heard about in pro football (Jim) Taylor," says
One of These Days
give you a
will
backs
some
said
was "the arm."
Chicago over Dallas—One of
Taylor
away.
take
it
leg
and
- You heard all about Joe
run it these days the Bears are going
Namath's arm, Daryle Lamoni- will give it to you and
chest.
I to find themselves on top of the
your
through
right
ca's arm, Sonny Jurgen,sen's
NFC's Central Division.
same
the
runs
Csonka
think
arm and Jim Plunkett's arm.
Houston over Cincinnati—The
over
That was the big thing, so-and- way. He literally runs
up. Bengals may have to use their
them
grinds
and
people
so's great arm.
punter at quarterback because
Lately there has been a Kiick perhaps is a little more of
although they're nearly fresh out.
subtle change, though. People a finesse type runner
St: Louis over Buffalo—The
people
still get excited about some he enjoys running over
Bills are said to be building for
new young arm but gradually
next season. The -ftrst thing
the pendulum seems to be Pm sure what Merlin Olsen
By United Press International
they should build themselves is
sure
he
also
true.
I'm
is
says
swinging back to where it was
Injuries.are supposed to slow
some kind of defense.
in Bronco Nagurski's day—the isn't going to stand there and
athletes down but that wasn't the
Washington over New Orleans
just let Csonka and"Kifek run
legs.
case with Billy Cunningham and
—Charley Taylon has a broken
are
4The
Rams
him.
over
all
Now a couple of guys like
Dave Cowens Wednesday night
ankle so that means he's out
Larry Csonka and Jim Kiick point choices in some places, 3teams
respective
their
they
led
as
On Hwy. 121
Phone *
point favorites in others. I like for the- Redskins, but I think
Dolphins
are
with
the
Miami
to victory despite physical
and they'll still do all right with
coming for as much attention them over the Dolphins
(Mayfield Hwy.)
153-5787+f handicaps.
be Boyd Dowler in his place.
would
touchdown
one
think
as Bob Griese, the "arm" of
Cunningham, playing with a
San Francisco over New
about' right.
the
Dolphins.
•
bandaged right wrist to protect
England—This one shapes up as
Two
other
fine
runners,
Ed
Csonka and Kiick do the
a recently aggravated bone
a get-together between a pair of
running for Miami. The hard Podolak and Mary Hubbard,
chip, poured in 31 points, 10 in
are involved in Sunday's other Stanford grads, John Brodie
rushed
for
more
running.
Each
the final period, to spark the
and Jim Plunkett. You go
than 100 yards in last week's big one which has Kansas City ahead and take youth; I'll take
Phi-ladelPhia '1,‘"7*", a 1,211.106
going
against
Oakland
in
the
win over the New York Jets
win
over
the
Cleveland
Brodie.
and they're all set for an Raiders' backyard. This meet- Philadelphia over Denver—
Cavaliers.
ing
is
for
the
AFC's
Western
encore in Los Angeles Sunday
Cowens, who sat out Tuesday
Whadd'ya think of those eager
1 when they go against the Division lead. It's a pick-'em Eagles? They finally won a ball
night's game against New York
affair and the Chiefs are my
Rams.
Company
with pains in his chest,
game and found out they liked
pick.
The Dolphins lead the AFC's
returned to action against the
it.
Then
there's:
Hopkinsville last week 19-16. Eastern Division with a 4-1-1
By MIKE BRANDON
Houston Rockets and grabbed
Cleveland over Atlanta—The San Diego over the New York
Montey Cathey provided the record and the Rams are on top
17 rebounds and added 14 points
Browns
bounce back from their Jets—In their present physical
Somebody Is going to break a offensive attack for the Tigers in the NFC's Western Division first
to lead the Boston Celtics to a
regular
season shutout in condition, the Jets aren't much
with a 4-1-1 slate also.
8 to 5
losing streak Friday night when with his two touchdowns.
108-97 triumph.
of a match for anyone.
21 years.
Sunday
A
Busy
Holland
Russellville
lost
a
Class
A
Monday night:
Mon. 44, Jo Jo White topped the Russellville invades
Minnesota
over
the
New
York
One of those whose job it'll
Celtics with 31 points and John Stadium for the home closer for battle to Trigg County, 27-19.
Green Bay over Detroit—I
Giants—The
point
spread
is
14
thru Sat 4+ Havlicek added 21. Second-year the Murray High Tigers.
Donald Bell scored two touch- be ta stop Csonka and Kiick
and that should be about right t may be_wrong, but I don't think
The Tigers lost a gallantly downs for the Panthers to provide Sunday is Merlin Olsen, the simply
pros Rudy Tomjanovich and
because the Vikings, the Lions minds will be
defensive
1 to 5
Rams' 6-5, 270-pound
Calvin Murphy% led the Rockets played game to powerful the spark for Russellville.
generally
do what they have to completely on this ball game.
Red Maple
The Tigers sustained a few tackle and a charter member of
Sunday 44, with 25 and 24 points,
the Rams' front four. Merlin
injuries
in
the
game
with
Hoprespectively.'
*Sugar Maple
town Friday evening, but it is not Olsen is going to have- a busy
In other National Basketball
known at the present time if any
Association games, the Atlanta
County Grade School
*Green Ash
of the starters will be unable to
Hawks defeated the New York
Basketball Standings
play.
Knicks, 110-96, and the BaltiTeam
W..1*Pin Oak
This will be the first Class A
more Bullets routed the Detroit
Thursday Couples
W L
team that Murray has met Since
Corner of 4th & Elm
Pistons, 128-98.
Bowling League
*Willow
the loss to Trigg County three
Williams, who
was
Mil
Open:
5 pm-9 pm Mon.-Fri.
22 10 weeks ago. The Tigers are 2-6 New Concord
50
Ten Pens
("0.0.0i.iriZor0,40ZorOirct,
released by New York two !Night
21 11
Owls
4
1
both
of
those
victories
overall,
Kirksey
12-6 p.m. Saturday
weeks ago, got back at his old Up and Downs
20 12
32
20 12 against Class A teams and one of Hazel
team by scoring 16 points and The Wild Ones
191
2
121.4
Birds
2 3
the losses was against Trigg Faxon
feeding off for nine other Red
19 13
Iley Cats
$800 ea
1 4
16 16 County, the top team in the Class Lynn Grove
6' to 8' Tall
baskets to spark the Hawks to Strikes
16 16 A
05
Almo
Division of District One.
their second victory in seven Bunny's
16 16
B'S and C'S
Last season when the two
1512 161,2
games.
Fighting Four
15 17 teams met, Russellville escaped
Runners
Lou Hudson had 28 points for Road
bale
15 17 with a 14-8 victory.
Strikers
Friday's Games
the Hawks to lead all scorers Rockets
14 18
Friday's game will begin at a
14 18
while Walt Frazier topped the Reapers
11 21 different time, 7:30 p.m. Next Almo at Faxon
Demons
3 29
The Beginners
ABA Standings
Lynn Grove at Hazel
Saturday the Tigers close their
East
(Limit: 2 Per Family)
season with a game at Fort Kirksey at New Concord
High Team Game (SC)
W. L. Pct. GB Night Owls
44
757 Campbell.
High In Nitrogen
678
Red Birds
5 2 .714
Virginia
67(
3 2 .600 1 Reapers
Kentucky
4 3 .571 1
High Team Game (HC)
New York
87C
+I Floridians
3 4 .429 2 Night Owls
ea.
86:
Bunny's
2
3 4 .429
Pittsburgh
837
Reapers
- 2 5 .286 3
Carolina
West
Team Series (SC)
Night
ea.
1965
W. L. Pct. GB
Owls
1199g
Birds
Red
5 1 .833
Indian
Fighting Four
$295 And $395 ea.
63.667 1,2
Utah
High Team Series (HC)
3 4 .429 2/
1
2
Dallas
2340
Bunny's
2 4 .333 3 Alley
Denver
(Dwarf and Regular)
2313
Cats
ii
2310
2 6 .250 4 Nigt,tOwls& Fighting Four
Memphis
v Dark Red v Bright Red v Pink v White
Wednesday's Results
(SC)
Ind
Game
High
249
Pitts 131 Carolina 121
T.C. Hargrove
224
Jim Neale
Virginia 110 Kentucky 107
212
Dan _tones
Utah 104 Memphi, 98
197
Joyce Roller
180
Mary Smith
(Only games scheduled)
169
Manker
Brenda
Thursday's Games
Carolina at Floridians
High Ind Game (MC)
163
T.C. Hargrove
(Only game scheduled)

oCtp

tician

,LER

Ford,
Dave
are
tackle
linebackers Bill Fryer and E.W.
Dennison, corner backs Larry
Brock and Larry Roberts, and
sophomore tackle Tom Binne
who had his best game of the
year according to Fugerson.
Linebacker Frank Head was "We're particularly proud of
named defensive player of the our defense, "' Furgerson said.
week for his 12 tackles, 6 assists, They were forced to hold East
an intercepted pass, and 2 pass Tennessee several times deep in
knockdowns. Other defensive our territory and they didn't give
players lauded by the coaches uv a touchdown."

George Greenfield, however, was
named offensive player of the
week for his 122 ytuds rushing in
18 attempts. Greenfield, who is
improving each week, had one
run of 45 yards.

0
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Murray High Closes
Home Season Against
Russellville Friday

Murray
Nursery

*

SHADE
TREES

44

BOWLING
STANDINGS

WHITE DOGWOODS

SPECIALS...Thur.-Fri.-Sat.

WHEAT STRAW - 95t
LAWN FOOD

FREE!!

4*

2 Silver Angel Fish

ALL LIVE AQUATIC
PLANTS
15;

ORANGE BERRY
PYRACANTHA

AZALEAS

*

Free Landscape Design
and Estimate

OPENING SAT.,
OCT. 30!
A New and Different Shoppe

SHOES
For The Whole Family
CHILDREN S'

READY-TO-WEAR
GIFTS

MEN & BOYS

CLOTHING
Boys Sizes 6-14
Boys & Hens Sizes 29-42 Waist
COATS sizes 36-42

Don't miss coming in to see
these great values! Shop for Christmas,
use our Lay-Away Plan.
*

REGISTER FOR FREE MERCHANDISE *

VALUE MART
FACTORY OUTLET SHOPPE
808 Chestnut St.
.Next to the Dan i Castle

Phone 753-9640

())

235
225
279

Jim Neale
Lymon Dixon
Joyce Roller
Mary Smith
Betty Dixon
High Ind. Series (14C)
Jim Neale
Dan Jones
T.C. Hargrove
Joyce Roller
Mary Smith
Betty Dixon

636
597
572
491
480
474

High Ind Series (NC)
Jim Neale
Dan Jones
J.C. McDaniel
Faye Ellis
Brenda Man ker
Betty Cooper

669
618,
6161
6291
620i
615

High Averages
Dan Jones
Jim Neale
T C Hargrove
Mary Smith
Joyce Roller
Betty Dixon

190
187
18C
161
15s
15 ,

4130
474

NBA Standings
Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
6 1 .857
Philadelphia
5 2 .714 1
Boston
4 4 .500 21-2
New York
2 5 .286 4
Buffalo
Central Division
W. L. Pct. GB
2 5 .286
Baltimore
2 5 .286
Atlanta
2 6 .250
Cleveland
Cincinnati
1 4 .200
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct. GB
7 0 1.000 ...
Milwaukee
/
2
5 1 .833 11
Chicago
1
2
4 4 .500 3/
Detroit
2 3 .400 4
Phoenix
Pacific Division
W. L. Pct. GB
5 1 .833
Los Angeles
1
2
5 2 .714 /
Seattle
3 3 .500 2
Golden State
/
2
at 4 .200 31
Portland
1 7 .125 5
Houston

Uncle Oscar Country Sausage.
It tastes like sausage used to taste.
Sometimes progress is a step in the wrong direction.

sealed package at your favorite grocery. If you
11.,,od things 4 remember the old-fashioned butcher shop, it'll b<
Sometimes, in the name
are changed at(,and until t hey bee( ,inc not so good.
a fond reunion. If you don't, it'll be a mernorabh
been with sausage. In the'rush for greater
t‘iste experience. Uncle Oscat Sausage. Hot ot
production efficiency. the good,
fashioned taste
mild It tastes like sausage used to taste.
of country sausage has all but been forgotten. Until, in the tradition of the old c,irner hatcher, we're
introducing Uncle OS
:
Car CC)11111 .ty Sausage
Now, Youl t'annly
ttl,),)`; UTIC1c Oscar's original countrN' sausage recipe Lo4,k%for , air flavor.,
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Trudeau
raps U.S.
on trade

Mrs. Leona
began her te
April 4, 1933.
office was ov.
Bank and her
week. Mrs.
the chief oper

By GREG CONNOLLEY
Copley News Service
OTTAWA — In an extraordinary statement for a
Canadian prime minister,
Pierre Trudeau has declared
the United States doesn't know
much about its neighbor,
Canada, and really doesn't
-,tare about this country.
:- It was a very blunt, perhaps
-.harsh assessment of the
American penchant for taking
Canada for granted. But
Trudeau felt it necessary to
make the statement because of
; what he believes to be cavalier
::treatment of Canada under the
Nixon economic recovery
"program.
:•
.. In its application of the 10 per
cent surtax on imports,
. Washington
has lumped
.Canada in with Japan and
/
:European countries as being
. guilty of unfair trading practices which have contributed
, greatly to U. S. dollar troubles.
Trudeau denies this. He says.
i„ Canada has not engaged in
r4devious trade dealings and
gI.. points out the Canadian dollar
I... has been floating freely for
many months — a key measure
ir
. the United States was
demanding of such other
nations as Japan.
It is true that Canada has had
a substantial, favorable trade
balance with the United States
in recent times. But this is
mainly due to the U. S.-Canada
bilateral
. auto pact, a
arrangement between the two
countries.
.
The prime minister notes
that the Nixon surtax will hurt
Canada severely, causing
substantial unemployment, the
shutdown of some firms and
even the move to the United
States of other industries
' Trudeau can't undei stand
why Washington does not
appreciate the special position
Canada is in as the closest ally
and trading partner of the
United States. He is driven to
the view that when Washington
treats Canada just like the
Japanese, this is done through
ignorance or indifference, or
both.
American indifference to
Canada,'the taking for granted
of the northern neighbor as
though she were just another
state, is an old story to Ottawa.
A vivid example of this U. S
approach was a press con- 1
ference on the economic .
matters when President-Nixon
declared that Japan was the
biggesecustomer of the United
States, and vice versa.
In fact this simply isn't true.
In the first six months of 1971
the'United States exported $2.1
billion worth of goods to Japan
and $5.2 billion to Canada. In
the same period, the United
States imported $5.9 billion of
goods from Japan and $6.01
billion from Canada.
It is this kind of misinthat
upsets
formation
Canadians and causes them to
wonder why the United States
has taken economic measures
that will seriously harm its best
customer.
Indeed the whole U. S. attitude has caused Trudeau to
wonder if there is something
even more menacing to Canada
than just U. S. ignorance or
carelessness.
He speculates that perhaps
Washington is trying to bring
about a major realignment of
the trade patterns of North
America: Trudeau wonders
whether the Nixon administration wants Canada to
become simply a supplier of
raw materials, forced to turn
its back on manufacturing and
industrial
sophisticated
production.
grim-faced ' Trudeau
A
declares that if that is the U. S.
intention — and he emphasized
the "if" -- then he will have to-.
drastically
his
reassess
government's position vis-a-vis
the United States
' Canada is a proud nation,"
the prime minister affirmed.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

It's Fast, Convenient!

Use ROSE'S Lay-Away

OPEN 9 A.M.-9 P.M. - MON.-SAT.
1-6 P.M. SUNDAY

* Prices Good Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.-Sun. - October 28-29-30-31 s*

CHILD'S TRACTOR
•Chain Drive
•Bright Red

16" SIDEWALK
BIKE
AMF
— by

•Large Size
•Lots of Fun

•Boys or Girls
•Heavy Duty

i

•Detachable
Training Wheels
•Heavy Duty Plastic

Reg
'3.88

11 88.4eut

$2388

Lay-Away

MARVEL

888

Now!

THE MUSTANG

BIG DADDY

CHAIN DRIVE

CHOPPER

DRUM SET

High Rise Contour Seat
• Rear Wheel Slicks
• Groovy • Fast, Built
To Last!
44" Long
17- Wide
29" High

•No Batterits Needed.

9" Tom Tom
• 21" Bass Drum
• 11" Snare Drum

•Just Mount and Ride

• 14" Hissing Cymbal

•Complete with Real Looking
Saddle and Bridle

• Vercussinn Block and Low Bell

Reg.
$14.97

Mrs. Walke
to Paducah an
operator until
mother. She

Regular '28.97

$ 1 288
6 DARTS

sR1e2g9.

Reg.$19.96

$092

Buy Now
and Save!

JOHNNY WEST

MEAN MOUNTAIN
RUMBLERS
SET

AR
BOARD
Baseball Game On Back

Reg. '5.94 ea.

BUCK BOARD

WILD WHEELIE
SET

Your Choice

Thunderbolt, Bridle, Harness

2 cycles, Riders, Track,
Mean Mountain, Booster.
Starter
Reg. '12.97

Horse Bridle, Harness

Reg.
'2.96

Two Cars - Track Starter
Big Belter
Reg. '9.84

$476

COVERED WAGON
MOTOROLA

PORTABLE 8-TRACK

AM.-F.M. RADIO

TAPE PLAYER

788

-Mtn. MONGOOSE
AND SNAKE

HOT WHEELS

b Mattel

SEE & SAY
Reg. '6.96

547
CHILD'S

POLAROID "BIG SHOT"

•Maple Finish Hardwood

PORTRAIT CAMERA
For Close Ups

Attractive table model. Solid state,
built-in F.M. antenna.

Uses 108 Film
Reg. '18.97

$1688

CRICKET ROCKER

411

Reg.
'22.94

1992

Reg.
'32.74

4

297

3-Speed • Push Button Beater
Release

ELECTRIC BLANKET
65% Polyester 35% Rayon
Machine Washable
Automatic

•Eesy Roll Casters
•Decorator Colors

$688

Reg. '6.96

ST. MARY'S SINGLE CONTROL

RECLINER
CHAIR

HAND MIXER

•Print Cushions

M$586

The Luxury of Leather Look Crushed Vinyl

FOSTORIA ELECTRIC

Reg.
1.97 $2.09

•Plays On 6 'C' Batteries •A.C. Adaptable
•Track Changer

_
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Reg.
$14.99

FP

45-PIECE
PUB'S UNUSUAL SPONSOR
SAFFRON WALDEN, England ( UPD—It might not be a
first, but it was unusual --the
Army
joining a
Salvation
petition to stop a pub closing
A Salvation Army official
said it and the local church
pastor and scores of residents
were trying to keep open the
100-year-old Castle Inn, which
the brewery owners plan to sell
next month.
"The pub regulars look
. forward to singing hymns over
-glass of beer when the
ialvation Amry calls every
week," the official said.

PAGE SEVEN

Reg.
'7994

MELAMINE

DINNERWARE

Add Charm and Utility
To Your Home . . .
25 INCH TALL

SMOKER STAND

•Service for 8
•Dishwasher Safe
•3 Lovely Patterns

Dad Would Love This
For His Very Own!

67

Wrought iron look. Black with
wood-like base made of heavy
cast metal. Horse head hitching
post.-

TVA
rent
isola
crop-

Anyoi
obtai
the I
lake

ailommwaim
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Telephone Pioneers
by Odell Vance
Mrs. Leonard (Helen) Walker
began her telephone career on
April 4, 1933. She told us the
office was over the Old Peoples
Bank and her salary was $12.00 a
week. Mrs. Emma Green was
the chief operator.

1 KE

Helen Walker
Mrs. Walker later transferred
to Paducah and worked there as a
operator until the Death of her
mother. She then resigned to

keep house for her father. Later
she was reemployed and worked
in Paducah until her marriage.
She then transferred back to
Murray and worked here until
her retirement December 9, 1960.
Mr.and Mrs. Walker have built
a house on the Walker family
farm. Their neat country home
and well kept yard shows that
they are really enjoying
retirement.
Helen said her philosophy in
life is 'The Lord has to give us a
little pinch now and then to let us
know how good we have it." She
said she realizes that life has
been good to her and she tries to
keep busy. Her hobbies are
fishing, boating, raising roses,
taking care of Shelia, the dog,
and Golden Boy, the cat.
Mrs. Walker said she enjoys
visiting with old telephone
friends. She thinks the Life
,ioneers (a club of retired
telephone people) is a great
organization, and her only regret
is that poor health prevents her
taking a more active part in their
many activities.

Almost 300 Demonstrators
Arrested Near White House

F88

Pcv
y Mattel
V

SAY

:47

WASHINGTON (UPI) —Po- of Hanoi's delegation to the
lice arrested nearly 300 antiwar Paris talks. One of the
demonstrators one block from negotiators, who said he was
the White: House gates after' Nguyen Van Tien, told Groppi,
they flopped down in a rush his voice amplified for the
11011r street- Whetr---ottleersweffewd—ta- hear, -`ttbe. war • will
blocked their march to serve an mine to an end and the
"eviction notice" on President American servicemen, including
those who are fighting and
Nixon.
Among those hauled away at those who are in captivity will
the end of Tuesday's pedestrian be able to come home," if the
and traffic boggling demonstra- United States accepts the
tion were several protest seven-point peace proposal.
leaders, including Rennie Da- Tien added:
vis, David Dellinge , John "I would like to extend our
Froines and Milwaukee's Fr. congratuations to all participants in today's demonstratio
James Groppi.
The incident was largely and to all those supporting an
peaceful and involved only end to the war. You are the
hundreds of demonstrators in- very persons who carry the
stead of the thousands which banner of democracy in the
the People's Coalition for Peace United States. We give our
,and Justice had predicted heartfelt thanks to all those
fighters for peace in Indochi'would participate.
The traffic jam, at the top of
the evening rush hour, was
the BOY MURDERED
more extensive' than
demonstration itself, spreading
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—The
into blocks of streets surround- body of a 2-year-old boy, his
ing the area when police throat torn open, was discovrerouted traffic around the ered Tuesday beneath a house
intersectiod of Pennsylvania next door to his family's home.
and New York Avenues.
Relatives and police had been
Police employed an extra searching for Ernest Easter,
1,800 men on the streets and a son of Linda Fay Birdsong, 19,
traffic helicopter to send back since he had failed to come
pictures of the march as it home from the night before for
moved from the Washington dinner.
Monument grounds toward the Two uncles found the body
White House. The reinforce- about 25 feet inside an opening
ments were not needed, nor under the house. There was a
were the facilities set aside for jagged wound opening the left
possible mass arrests.
side of his neck.
Those who were taken into His grandmother, Lourene
custody, however, were each Birdsong, 38, told officers she
processed on the spot to avoid a had last seen the boy playing
repeat of the criticism which with other children in the
accompanied the wholesale and backyard. Police questioned
sometimes indiscriminate ar- neighbors in attempts to get
rests which were used during leads in the slaying.
last spring's May Day attempt
to shut down the government.
The symbolic eviction notice
was never served at the White
House, nor was the group's
invitation to Nixon to discuss
the seven-point peace plan
A
Washington
library
offered by the Communists at believes it has the only
the Paris Peace Talks. The signature
of
William
coalition, however, said Tues- Shakespeare known to exist in
day's event marked the start of America. There are six in
a year-long drive to beat Nixon England.
If it is genuine, it makes the
at the polls in '72.
During a rally which preced- book in which it was found
ed the march, Groppi spoke by worth at least $1 million. It was
transAtlantic telephone to ought by the Folger Library at
two men identified as members iotheby's in 1938 for $2.50.

Old World War II Jeep has come a long way
something about 21 feet long. Is
hills and up steep mountain 6 has had its wheelbase
that too big for my car to tow?
stretched
out
to
104
inches.
that
believe
to
hard
trails, it is
And what should I do to prepare
Tread
widths
for
both
models
the vehicle has such a stalwart
have
been
to
provide
increased
my car for traiiering? —
CATALINA ISLAND, Calif. heritage.
W. M. W., California
greater
lateral
stability.
that
all,
after
— Back in 1939 when the idea
It was the Jeep,
A. If your wagon is in good
Other improvements include
for a rugged four-wheel drive President Roosevelt chose
no
utility vehicle was first when he toured Allied bases in the relocation of the shift lever, condition, it should have
trailer
hatched, there was little North Africa in 1943. And it was incorporation of a foot- trouble towing a 21-foot
course,
thought that more than 30 years a Jeep that Maj. Gen.George S. operated parking brake, around, providing, of
overloaded.
unit
is
neither
that
clutch
suspended
brake
and
accepted
later the darned things walild Patton used when he
A trailer that large will tip the
still be running around.
the surrender of French Gen. pedals, a bigger heater and
scales at anyldiere from 2,500
larger brakes.
The U. S. Army had asked
Auguste Nogues.
pounds and have 'a
various manufacturers to come
Over the years the Jeep
Options include oil and to 3,500
around 300
weight
tongue
its
from
much
up with their versions of a hasn't changed
ammeter gauges, a solid-fixed •'
vehicle that conformed to a original concept. There have tailgate, power steering, power pounds. Your trailer dealer can
ml you in on what preparations
strict list of government been a number of corporate brakes, passenger seats and
requirements, including a top revisions but the silhouette fabric top.
weight of 1,600 pounds, a remains much the same and as
The
Jeep
Wagoneer's
payload of 600 pounds and a popular as ever. And it is still changes for 1972 are limited to
minimum speed of 3 miles an the criteria on which the interior trim refinements. Six
hour.
competition traditionally sets new exterior colors are offered
Willys-Overland,as everyone its sights.
as well as coordinated interior
knows by now, finally won the
Four-wheel drive vehicles packages.
contract and the first Jeeps are more popular than they
Jeep trucks are available in a
began rolling off the assembly have ever been. It ishere that new 6,000 GVW (gross vehicle
lines in 1941. By November of American Motors is fortunate: weight) model. There are two
that year 2,500 Jeeps were in besides the stalwart Jeep, wheelbases, 120 and 134 inches.
the end of the war, there is the Commando,
use.
The biggest change from
more than 650,000 of the sturdy Wagoneer and Jeep truck American Motors in the fourvehicles were in service with series from which buyers can wheel drive field is the
the military from the sands of choose, once they've made up redesigned Commando series.
the Sahara to the frigid their minds that four-wheel Available as a station wagon,
wastelands of Alaska.
drive is the way to go.
pickup truck or roadster, the
The word "Jeep" was
There are a number of Commando has a 104-inch,
derived from the military GP engineering improvements for wheelbase for 1972.
(General Purpose) designation the '72 models, ranging from
The *wraparound front-end
given the sturdy little vehicle. more powerful engines to in- treatment now so popular
The men in the field simply creased wheelbase.s.
throughout the U. S. auto inslurred the letters together into
American Motors engines dustry is evident in the ComJeep.
are found under the hood ofall mando,The new grille is a steel
After the war, the Jeep — Jeep models this year. The stamping with a -rectangular
which had earned quite a complete changeover to AM cross-hatched pattern, painted
reputation for itself — was in powerplants has been swift: silver and black. Parking lights
short supply. Selling civilian the company only took over the are recessed into the grille
versions for $1,090' f.o.b. Jeep operation a year and a assembly.
Toledo, Ohio,. Willy& couldn't half ago.
The CJ and Commando
turn them out fast enough. And
FUEL STOP: When you build
for those without $1,000 there series will have the 232-cubicwere lots of used military Jeeps inch six-cylinder engine rated or purchase'your next boat or
around. Many were beaten, at 100 horsepower as-standard travel trailer, install spindles
battered and full of bullet holes, equipment. Optional engines that will accept the same rim ,
Include-the 1s8 CID six and 304 —..an0 tire asyonr car:It will save
.ran
what counted.
CID V-8. The Jeep Wagoneer your carrying an éifra spare
The 1972 version of the has the 258 six as standard and around.
*
*
*
ubiquitous Jeep seems tame by offers the 304 or 360 V-8 as
Q. I have a 1969 Chevrolet
comparison. And here on an optional.
The Universal Jeep CJ-5 has Kingswood station wagon with
island just a few miles off the
Southern California coast, as a wheelbase of 84 inches this a 327-cubic-inch V-8 engine. I
Dixieland Center
you glide over the gently rolling year. Its bigger brother the CJ- would like to buy a camper
trailer and I'm considering
By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

1

088

litiiity

..

AND
with
heavy
hitching

94

nimsaimamL

your car will need before )uu
take off, trailer in tow.
If he can't, here are a few
tips: install heavy-duty shocks
or load levelers; pick up some
high load range tires; check
your cooling system and
automatic transmission cooler.
And buy the best equalizer
hitch system you can afford.
*
*
*
_
Q. Why does Ford Motor Co.
specify Type F automatic
transmission fluid for their
cars when everybody else says
to use Type A? A gas station

attendant told me it was OK to
use either one, but being
skeptical, I thought it best to
check with you first. —
R. E. B., California
A. Prior to 1965, according to
Ford Motor Co., all U. S.-built`
cars used Type A fluid in their
automatic transmissions. Since
Ford
however,
then,
redesigned their transmissions
and now use Type F. The new
fluid is not compatible with
other manufacturers' transmissions, says
General
Motors.

LEACH'S MUSIC & TVII
NEW MANAGER SALE

Announces
DENNIS TRAVIS — MSU Music Major
Invites You

in the DIXIELAND CENTER
* 8-Track TA'°qt(95 up
* Top 100 Billboard Hits - 78' ea.
* Rod Stuart - Every picture tells a story LP - 2.98
* '1.00 Off All LPs in Stock
* Magnificent Magnavox Component System - '99.95

Complete with Speakers

* Blank C60 Casette Tapes - 69' ea.
* Gibson Les Paul Guitar - 425.00
FREE SPEAKERS when you purchase any car 8-track Player!!

EVERYBODY WELCOME!!
OTHER BIG SAVINGS STORE ME!!
Lasts From Oct 25 thru Oct 30

LEACH'S MUSIC & TV

Phone 753-7575

Fashions for the "Hard to Fit" Youn MenSize 8 - 20
rcialtot
Noctine Imo/cis
SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Endura-Press by
Kaynee - Cotton and
Polyester. No iron - No
touch-up. Tapered
tailoring for a perfect
fit. Solid and stripes.
Sizes 8-20.

MAYFIELD

247 1638 or 247 1655

$4.50 to $6.00

DonmooP

//

FARAH'

THE 4-TONE STRIPED
*
L 22ep SADDLE RAGLAN
MOCK TURTLE
CARTOON SHIRT
AND OTHER NEWS
FROV Donmooi

TVA
FARM LAND FOR RENT
TVA has a limited amount of farm land for
rent in Land Between the Lakes in scattered,
isolated locations that will be rented on a
crop-sharing basis.

with

FaraPress•
.arr

FARAH styling is just the ticket
to any casual activity that calls
for good-looking,trim-tailored
slacks. We have them in a wide
variety of fashion colors and
fabrics. Buy a pair today'

Solids - Stripes - Plain Or Flared Legs
Anyone interested in farming this land may
obtain additional information by contacting
the Agriculturist, TVA, Land Between the
Lakes, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231.

MI

to SWINGING SAVINGS

Bard's signature
fund in old book

KET
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America's Finest Permanent Press
Sizes 6 To 12
Prep. Sizes 25" to 31" Waist

The long point up and
down,vertical cable
jacquard. sits

The beat be ed wide rib
tall turtleneck in 7 smash
colors.
5700

$6.00 to $7.50
$8.00 to $10.50

ONE GROUP OF BOYS PANTS DRASTICALLY REDUCED.

,1

l'
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ak Ledger & Times TV Schedule-for_ Thursday Evening.
_

Cu 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Caceres Pete
6:25 Weather
6:30 Safaria
7:00 Alias S.
COO Longstreet
9:00 Marshall
10:00 Weather
10•30 Cavett
12.00 News

CH. 6
WPSD

CH
WLAC
5:25 News
4:00 News
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:00 Bearcats
11:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie

CH.4
WSM
530 News
6:00 News
6:30 Primus
7:00 F. Wilson
II:00 Nichols
9:00 D. Martin
10 00 News
10:30 Tonight

H a
C.
WSIX

5:30 News
600 News
6:30 Accent
7:00 Wilson
11:00 Jim
9:00 martin
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
4

_

__

—

CH. 12
XFVS
News
5:10
5:45 Scoreboard

5:30 News
6:00 Andy Grit
6:10 Golddiggers
5•.543 Weather
6:00 News
7:00 Alias S&J
6:30 PrImuS
I:00 Longstreet
7:00 Bisarcats
9:00 Marshall
10:00 Takes Thief 6:00 PA.V141
_
00;
070
12
1
ren
ews
11:00 News
10:30 Griffin
11 30 CAvett
—

Ill
Ill
CH. 29
WDXR
5:10 Munsters
5:57 News
6:00 Movie
7:27 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
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10:30 Movie
_12:00 Sports
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9:00 The Hour
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11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
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1:00 Newlyweds
1:30 Dating
2:00 Gen.HosP
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am
3:30 matinee
5:00 Hugh X.
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus
6:25 Weather
4:30 Anderson
7:00 Brady's
7:30 Patridge
1:00 Room 212
11:30 Odd Couple
9:00 Love Am.
10:00 News
10:30 Cavett
12:00 Movie
1:00 News
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By CLAIRE COX
Copley News Service
• NEW YORK — The couple
recited their marriage vows on
a bluff on Shelter Island overlooking Long Island Sound.
Disregarding tradition, they
wrote part of the service themselves although they followed
part of the Episcopal liturgy.
The best man, father of the
groom, read an excerpt on
&arriage from "The Prtiphet,"
by Khalil Gibran. The matron
;I honor recited a portion of
"Most like an Arch Is Marriage," a poem by John Ciardi.
The wedding was offbeat, but
the principals were not as "far
ant" as one might suspect.
They were Kristine Arline Olson, whose father is an architect and whose mother is an interior decorator, and Jeffrey
Rogers, son of William P.
Rogers, President Nixon's secretary of state.
After the ceremony, the
bride, wearing her mother's
viedding dress, and her husband attended a wedding redeption, and then, instead of
lisaving on a wedding trip they
returned to Yale University to
pursue their law studies.
This wedding was unusual in
the sense that most nuptials
still follow the traditional pattern of marching down the aisle
to "Here Comes the Bride" and
saying "I do" to a timeworn set
of questions.
But increasing numbers of
young people have decided
there is much more to getting

married than going through a
routine ceremony. They want
to take an active role in planning — and sometimes even
writing — their marriage ritual
to give the event a more personal meaning for them.
Personalized weddings ,of
this kind are relatively new,
but unusual ceremonies War'
occurred periodically for many
years.
Tiny Tim,the cadaverous entertainer, made headlines by
tiptoeing through the tulips
with his child bride.
Couples have 'promoted
parachuting by saying "I do"
as they floated to earth under
canopies of-white silk. A ceremony had been performed in a
diving bell off the end of a pier
in Atlantic City, and a pair of
skin divers said IMO vows by
sending air bubbles to the
ocean's surface from behind
snorkel masks.
These were publicity stunts,
however, while the new-style
marriages are arranged for
personal, private reasons, and
not necessarily by hippies or
members of youth communes.
Quite a few of the unorthodox
ceremonies are described on
newspaper society pages.
In the quest for freedom of
choice in weddings, many
people are turning to the outdoors — not just the family
garden but in impressive
places such as the site chosen
for the Olson-Rogers wedding
or on an Alaskan glacier or a
remote mountaintop.
One of these was described

by the Rev. John Morris, assis- weddings and attended many
tant for the apostolate for the others, but never have I witProvince of the Society of nessed such transparent joy,"
Jesus, in America, a liberal he said. "It was genuine, relaxed, uninhibited and very
Jesuit weekly.
happened
Morris told how he
upon a column of 175 gaily clad PATIENCE NEEDED
people, young and old, walking
EISDON, England (UPI)—
single file on a mountain trail The dozen or so children of
on the-Oregon coast, itith the. Elsdon VIITage --SChoor-4118
bride in a baby blue mini-skirt looking forward to a party—in
and shawl leading the way. She the year 2007.
carried one blue begonia and -Coal miner Francis Drennan,
her bridegrodm had a mush69, left the school $62 in his will
room in his lapel. Both were
for the event, but stipulated it
barefoot. The group invited the
held on the 100th
priest to join them in sipping should be
wine under a tree before the anniversary of his family's
ceremony. They explained that arrival in Elsdon. The pupils
the site had been selected be- and a teacher will invest the
cause the couple had often money until the big day.
hiked there while they were
DOUBLE DUTY CANDLES
courting.
LONDON (UPI)—The British
"The grandeur of God, so
marvelously present in every Army announced Tuesday it
atom of this place, Made it a his come up with a new form
cathedral of unique beauty," of emergency rations—candles.
The army said the candles
Morris observed. "How wise
and discerning are the instincts will primarily be used for their
of these young adults!
initial function — lighting — but
"How pathetic and debasing added they could also be taken
it would have been to compel as a light meal if soldiers got
these young people to self-con- stranded.
sciously parade into the upsetIt did not specify what they
ting silence of their local, tasted like.
limited, colorless church."
The priest told how the girl, a
Don't get so insokrii with
Roman Catholic, had been un- household duties that y ou don't
able to find a priest or minister allow time to play with a sick
to perform the ceremony, so child. Combine some of the
had arranged for a justice of work with visiting. Take the
the peace to climb the moun- ironing in and tell Aories as ou
tain with them. Morris then work. ()r straighten dresser
volunteered to bless the cere- drawers. Paste photos in the
mony.
family album to bring it up to
"I have officiated at many date.
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* Ledger & Times TV Schedule For Friday *
- CH. 29
CH. 8
CH. 12
CH. 6
CM. S
04,4
WDXR
WSIX
KFVS
WPSD
WLAC
WSM
5:45 Sun. Sem.
6:30 McCoys
7:00 Today
4:00 Mor. Snow 5:45 Journal
6:15 Break. Show 12:30 People
6:00 News
7:00 Bore
9:00 Dinah
7.00 Today
12:37 News
7:00 MIMS
9.00 Dinah
AM 930 Concent.
6:30 N'Ville
6:30 Romper
12:46 Harvey
11:00 Kangaroo
Kitc.
7:55
Korn.
Lucy
9:00
Cen.
Sale
10:00
Concen.
9:30
12:50 Sewing
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
10:00 Sale-Cen. 8:00 Kangaroo
Hillbillies
1:00 Movie
9:30
9:00
Tell-Truth
10:00 Mov.Game
11:00 Jeopardy
10:30 Squares
Affair 3:00 Mov.
Game
Fam.
10:00
9:10
T
C
or
Girl
10:30
That
W-W-W
11:30
11:00 Jeopardy
3:30 McHale
11:00 Bewitched 10:30 Love-Lite
10:00 Fam. Affair 11:55 News
11 :30 www
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4,00
Heart
Where
11:00
11:30
Flipper
10:30 LOve of Lite 12:00 News
12:00 Noon
11:25 News
5:00 Call-West
11:00 Heart Is
12:00 My Child
12:15 Pastor
1:00 Our Lives
5:30 Munsters
11:30 Search
12:30 Romp. Rm 12:30 Make-Deal 11:30 Search
1:30 Doctors
PIC.
Farm
5:57 News
12:00
12:00
Newlyweds
Singing Con, 12:55 Calendar
1:00
2:00 An. World
News
Movie
6:00
12:05
News
Dating
12:25
1:30
1:00
Lives
2:30 Promise
Weather
7:27 News
2:00 Gen. Hbsp. 12:20
12:30 World Turns 1:30 Doctors
3:00 Somerset
Turns
World
Theater 29
12:30
7:30
Life
One
2:30
1:00 Love Is
2:00 World
3:30 Virginian
Many 9:40 News
1:00 Love
3:00 Password
1:30 Guiding Light 2:30 Promise
5:00 Mayberry
1;30 Guiding Light 9:53 Harvey
3:30 Love Am.
5 25 Wea.-Spts. 200 Secret Storm 3:00 Somerset
10:00 Crest. Feat.
2:00 Sec. Storm
4:00 Jeannie
2:30 Secret Storm 3:30 papaya
5:30 News
Edge-Night
10:30 Movie
2:30
Night
Acres.
of
Green
4:30
Edge
2:30
Gilligan
4:00
6 ;00 News
12:00 Sports
3:00 Lassie
300 Gomer
5:00 News
Pyle 4:30 Dan Boone
6:30 Mayberry
Virginian
4:00
Gilligan
News
330
5:10
5:30 News
7:000. A.
5:10 News
4:00 Movie
6:00 Andy Grit.
6:00
News
7:30 Movie
5:45 Scoreboard
4:30 Your Life
6:30 Or. Acres
9:10 Monty Nash 525 News
5:50 Weather
6:00 News
7:00 Brady's
7:00 D. A.
10:00 News
6:00 News
6:30 Tell-Truth
7:30 Partridge
7:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight
7:30 O'Hara
6:10 Sports
6:00 Room 222
9:30 Felony Sq.
11:30 Movie
10:00 News
8:30 Odd Couple 7:00 Teddy Bears
7:30 O'Hara
10:00 News
9:00 Love Am.
10:30 Tonight
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10:00 Takes Thief CU Movie
10:00 N•ws
11:30 Movie
11:00 News
10:30 MOW*
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12:10 News
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THURSDAY—OCTOBER 28, 1971
SOX GET PALMER
VOLCANO ERUPTS
CHICAGO (UPI)—The Chic:a-.
Is-o•
.rs
Robert Hensley says it takes at
PALMAJ,
La
go White Sox acquired relief
least a year of steady work just to lands (UPI) — The
Spanish
how to
pitcher Lowell Palmer from the'
learn the basics of
cut Governmentt News Agency ciPhiladelphia Phillies Tuesday in
..
sections by driving in a series of "It's hard work and it can be could find work or a young man stone, many years to become a fra said
today hundreds of
sharp ,chisels called rock points. dangerous when you're first could learn a trade," McGlanary real craftsman.
homes
villagers
when
:eb.
r slloinanBoB
tche
t ba
f°rpfiirs
and
ciege
na
ch
Spe
ei
The rough sections then are cut learnin' how," Halcomb says. "If said. "There's a few old masons "I like splittin' stone better a vol
theireir Tuesday.
left
erupted
mer had a 6-5 record with.
into smaller blocks, carefully you don't hit a rock point Just around who do a little work for than anything I ever done,"Pal
Police later ordered the
sized for each construction job. right, it can fly out and break a themselves but nowhere a man Hensley says, pausing over a evacuation. of those who had Eugene, Ore., in the Pacific
•
We
work.
like
find
could
leg."
to
a
steady
give
Each block is "faced" to
sandstone slab. 'You've got to stayed behind when the crater Coast League in 1971. Spence
hit .288 for Tucson and Bolts
keening a like work like this, 'cause if you belched smoke and flames.
rough appearance before being "I don't know of anywhere else think this program is'
around here where a stanapaaon pioneer skill alive in this area." don't you mess it up."had a 2-3 record for Sarasota.
laid.
_
i
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Pollution
Hand-Cut St Ine Used As Park Building Material
Machine In
Development

III

11,
III

CUMBERLAND, Ky.—The
ring of the stonemason's hammer
and chisel seldom is heard
anymore but you can hear the
sound daily at Kingdom Come
State Park.
The park is providing work for
several local stonemasons and
By JOHN ENGSTROM
helping preserve a skill that has
RICHLAND, Wash. (UPI)—A
been all but lost.
portable super-pollution maOnce stonemasons were highly
chine that can produce 100,000
111.111111111paid and respected craftsmen but ...=.1= m mamma. we IN soirno1 111.11111111MIIIN11111111
III•••••
I ••
cubic feet of thick smog per
II •
•••••I
••
modern building techniques have I •••••
..1 0•••
I
minute is being developed by
replaced masonry, driving ••••• I
••••
Hanford
scientists at the
to other pursuits. I •••••
'111111
'Atomic Laboratories near here. stonemasons
little or no such work, the
But this isn't a group of mad With
craft, largely handed down from
scientists hoping to envelope
father to son, almost completely
the world in a cloud of lungdisappeared.
1E1E11
IL —.....11111•119-mm•Ell•
chocking dirty air. They simply
"Several younger boys are
•Ml•
want to test big filters designed
working on the project and
to clean "radioactive smog"
iTlZiE
learning masonry from the older
produced at nuclear facilities.
men we have here," Park
The testing program began in
James
Superintendent
1960 when the Atomic Energy
McGlanary said. "There aren't
Commission found that filters
many other places a young man
supplied to it were not
could learn masonry these days."
enough
meet
to
consistent
Some 15 men are working at the
exacting standards.
park under the Cumberland
Hanford
Environmental
Opportunity
Work
Valley
k
Health Foundation, Inc., was Program,a federal effort to boost
•• tit.
given the job of filter testing employment in the area.
s Is
Come In And See Why Everybody Shops At Uncle Jeff's•
for nuclear facilities in the Several construction projects
in
in
the
of
United
western half
are underway at/the park, inStates. Testing east of the cluding walks, patios and
Mississippi is done at Oak retaining walls.
Ridge, Tenn.
The program does not pay a
Smog Produced
great deal but the men are glad
Foundation scientists produce have an opportunity to practi
The Only True Discount Prescription Prices
their smog by heating oil in a their craft.
DOP (dioetyl phthalate) ma- "My father was a stonemason
chine which can control the size and he taught me," Alfred
and concentration of pollution Shepherd said. '"But there's
particles.
hardly any work around for a
A heavily contaminated airstonemason now and I guess I'd
through
passed
then
is
stream
be doing something else except
the filter being tested. Scien- for this program here at the
tists determine its effectiveness park".
by measuring the size of There is little
room for
*Particles which escape through stonemasonry in building today
the device.
here the emphasis is on speed,
- newsmen- nerv--arr--triter- Simplicity and low cost.
ested in finding "high efficiency It is a slow, tedious proctss and
particulate air" filters which few modern builders are willing
are capable of removing at to take the time, expense and
least 99.97 per cent of all trouble for hand-cut stone. And
particles as small as three- with more and more land being
tenths of a micron in diameter. cleared, suitable rock is
These particles, invisible to becoming harder to find.
the human eye, are so small it
Stonemasonry,
like
would take 25,000 of them laid gunmaking and soapmaking, is
in a row to make a line an inch seldom seen outside arts and
long.
crafts exhibits.
Most filters tested here are "You can't even find a mason's
made of fiberglass cloth pleated tools anymore," says T
and woven around either Hensley, who learned masonry
metallic or non-metallic separa- while working on the WPA during
tors. The most commonly used the '30's. "Go into a hardware
frames are of fire-resistant store and ask for a rock point,
particle board, by plywood and they won't know what you're
metal frames are also used.
taIkin' about,k
Filters Sizes Vary
The park stonemasons make
Sizes of the filters range from most of their own tools,except for
small ones used in the canisters sledge hammers which don't
of face masks to banks of wear out very fast. They spend
multiple plate-type filters,
much of their off hours scouring
Using their big stationary junk yards for old axles and fa
the
at
scientists
smog machine,
implements from which to
Hanford facility inspect 3,000 to fashion tools.
4,000 big filters each year and The first step in building with
up to 40,000 small ones.
stone is finding just the right kind
The researchers hope they of sandstone, a search that often
will soon finish development of takes men deep into the woods.
the portable smog machine "Cutting your stone out of the
which will be capable of in- rough is the hardest part of all,"
place testing of filter systems HenceHalcomb says indicating a
with capacities of more than sandstone slab yards wide and
100,000 cubic feet of air per almost two feet thick. "It takes a
minute.
long time to learn which rock will
Present portable systems, say split and not just crumble."
the scientists, are not adequate Once a suitable rock is found it
for some testing jobs.
is carefully marked and split into
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more an just another qu c sexual
argaret proves to
conquest for Jack Nicholson. Joseph E. Levine's "Carnal
Knowledge," in which they are starred with Candice Bergen and
Arthur Garfunkel, is now playing at the CAPRI Theatre. The
Avco Embassy Picture was produced and directed by Mike
Nichols
Ann

We are sorry for the inconvenience.from
being closed for the past 2 weeks.

Steve Durbin, Agent - Phone 753-1966
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GOP convention poses communications tangle
convention
at
microwave tower will be built newsmen
demands, Brennan explains.
be diner high because of the 1973 as normal telephone
at the arena and another in the headquarters and the arena.
"Costs Include construction short tune the equipment will service expansion, Brennan
delegations
aren't
Since
to
be
mountainous Julian area some
and tearing down equipment be used.
emphasizes, such as the ex60 miles -east of San Diego. assigned to hotels until next
later, less what the company
SAN DIEGO - Thomas A.
•'We must charge more to be cavation of streets to install
From Julian, TV signals will be spring, much of this inBrennan has to be an all-pro beamed
can salvage," he points out. fair to our regular phone users. conduits. Most of the thoroughto the major networks stallation work must wait till
quarterback, and not the at
the same formula is The net result is that regular fares to be torn up will be in the
"About
then.
Los Angeles, along inMonday morning variety.
The telephone company, a
used for both television and users will pay no extra rate Mission Valley, Point Loma,
termediate relays.
His assignment: to secondtelephone installations and because of the convention in- Harbor and Shelter Island,
part of the Bell system, must
The greatest phone in- negotiate with all the users who
stallations."
guess the thousands of anequipment.
Embarcadero and arena
ticipated or here-and-now stallation jobs will be those for will share construction costs on
Syme of the preconvention
districts.
"Telephone installation or
delegations
at
their
hotels and a basis proportionate to their
demands for communications
To set up such a vast and
service connection char eg_s2._vill work would have come along in
before and during
the
Republican national conINSTRUCTIONS TO VOTER
vention next August.
Tom Brennan, 45, a telephone
AFTER MARKING YOUR BALLOT
man for 25 years and division
Lwow Leven I. Vet* P.n.s
commercial manager of the
I I
woe Cress. Meer, Lis The
Pacific Telephone & Telegraph
THEM
PUSH
BACK
DON'T
Election. Tuesday. November 2. 1971
Co., Orange, Calif., has been
The M•0104 Do., 1111. tar T. eed O.. heel Fer Rest valor
summoned here to direct the
multimillion-dollar job of
4,04.1,1.4 I
rearm.
setting up and then providing
C410.tral, 4
(°tell. I
communications facilities for
CITY OF
the state delegations, con•
TIN SETS MS
111111111— YIN
vention officials, the national
HAZEL
TI SW SIMS
KUILS
KIST
IS
and international news media,
SIR'S FII VIII
NIS YIN WE SII
NONthe President of the United
Ts IlsisTEI
\
SEM MKS
-RINC1
• smut
States and his aides.
=MN —0 fiNj
YE TIN SIMI 1ST.
PARTISAN
•
It's a task involving the inINDEPENDENT
DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLICAN
stallation of some 6,000 phones,
AMERICAN
COMMONIVEALTN
OPIUM RICTION
UMW RECTION
hundreds of miles of lines and
WNW LIMON
reefNU warm
GENIAL Nia1021
TUILS, NOV L 11171
WILL, NOV 2. 1171
1,71
TVIDI NOV 2, WTI
LS NO', 2, 11/71
cable, at least two 100-foot-high
microwave television-radio
w....14
rr,
For Governor
FOND
relay towers and the direction
SMITH
CHMIDI.ER 7
,Vout For On.
A
of from 500 to 600 communications specialists.
For Lieutenant Governor
CARROLL
0
HOST
Some estimates have placed
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This includes the Royal Inn
at the Wharf, GOP convention
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ternational Sports Arena, site
of convention sessions., a score
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be making news and the San
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for the 1972 GOP presidential
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"line of sight" TV transmission
Jolt. I
: and require that signals be
SCOTT
-bounced" over them To
achieve this, a 100-foot
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complicated communications
network, some specialists are
being imported from other
states, Brennan says, for there
isn't time to train new personnel.
"We hope most of the extra
people will be from within the
California Bell system," he
adds. Three years ago personnel were brought to Miami
Beach, Fla.,front nine states to
put together the GOP convention communications
system, Brennan recalls. His

convention
first
communications assignment was
during the Democratic conclave at Los Angeles in 1960.
Brennan has been studying
reports of communications
demands for earlier national
political conventions.
"Looking back, each system
makes the one four years
earlier seem obsolete, as new
and more services are required
and our equipment becomes
more sophisticated,- he points
out.
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Mr., Mrs. Bowen
Residing In Cadiz
Shelton Bowen, teacher in the
Calloway County School System
, for the past three years, now has
the position of teacher of
mathematics and physics at the
Trigg County High School,
Cadiz.
Bowen has been elected
sponsor of the senior class and
" also of the Science Club at Trigg
7 County High.
He received his
Bachelor's and Master's degrees
from Murray State University.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Bowen of Central City.
The Trigg County teacher is
married to the former Martha
Jean Stagner, daughter of Mr
and Mrs. B.J. Stegner of Murray..
who is now a senior at Murray
State University where she is
majoring in English and
elementary education. She will
receive her Bachelor's degree in
June of 1972.
Mrs. Bowen was junior branch
manager with the Stanley Home
Products before illness forced
her to resign. She had been with
the company for fourteen years
at the time of her resignation.
Mr. and Mrs. Bowen and their
daughter, Karen, age ten, and
John, age seven, are now residing
on Sunset Drive, Cadiz. They
resided at their home on Vine
Street, Murray, before moving t6
Cadiz.
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POPULAR KILLER

PUZILHAC, France i UPI A courtroom crowd applauded
for several minutes Tuesday
when the five-year sentence of
restaurant owner Max Rey was
suspended by the court.
Rey had been convicted of an
armed robbery. He held up his
local tax collector for $5,200.
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Three Charged In Drug Men's wear
Cases Are Free On Bond Bit of this and that from fashion world
Three persons charged with
illegal possession of dangerous
drugs following a drug raid in
Calloway County now are free
unded $10,000 bond each, while
four others charged in the same
raid remained in the McCracken
County jail.

$25,000 for conspiracy and $10,000 for possession by U.S. Commissioner Tyler Bourne. Bourne
had set the higher bond amounts
after the group was arrested.
He lowered the bonds following
a preliminary hearing Oct. 20.

The group was arrested Oct.
Herman W. Kincaid of Evans- 9 in Southeastern Calloway
ville, Ind., was released Wednes- County by U. S. Customs agents
day under $10,000 bond. The or the Treasury
Department, acother two charged similarly in
companied by a team of troopthe case—Mrs. Ann Adcock of
ers from the Kentucky State PoWyandotte, Mich., and Roy M. lice.
Harris of Paducah — had made
bond earlier.
The raid netted a half-pound
of heroin which the agents had
- Meanwhile, bonds have been
intercepted when it entered the
reduced to a-total of $35,000 each
country at Charleston, S.C., but
for Robert Carl Adcock II, also had permitted to be delivered to
of Wyandotte, Mr. and Mrs. its original destination near MurLawrence Newell of Jefferson- ray, as well as some hashish,
ville, Vt., and Stephen R. Estes marijuana and a quantity of
of Paducah. All four are charged other pills and capsules which
with conspiracy to smuggle a
yet have not been analyzed by
quantity of heroin into the U.S., government chemists.
and with illegal possesison of
dangerous drugs.
Testimony by customs agents
preliminary hearing indiTheir Ponds
wtto., %the
*Med the heroin was smuggled
set at 850,000 each on t1i!.
country in the seat of
spiracy charge and $25,000 each into the
which had been
motorcycle
a
on the illegal possession charge.
here from Okinawa.
The bonds have been reduced to shipped

Crossword Puzzle
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•

1 Soft food
4 Small
valleys
9 Hit lightly
12 The self
13 Nautical:
cease
14 Room in
harem
15 Having
blemishes
17 Moving part
of motor
19 Approach
20 Facilitate
21 Poker stake
23 Amsilet
27 Musical
instruments
29 European
capital
30 Note of
scale
31 Organ of
hearing
32 Soft teidde
fabric
34 Speck
35 Near
36 Paper
measure
37 At that
place
39 Old form of
"should"
42 Imitated
43 River in
Africa
44 Swarm of
bets
46 Place in
line
48 Rhythm
51 Sign of
zodiac
52 River on
France
54 Man's
nickname
55 Writing
implement
56 Satiates
57 Distress signal

Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

OMOM MOM OMMO
0000 GOO UM03
OB0000 000000
00000
0012100
00MO Mg00
QUO DOM= GOM
MO
MOB
MO
BMW 12000
2
000
0000 0000
M0000
0=00
0M0000 0330U0
BOBO MO0 0000
0000 0M0 0000

DOWN
1 Fondle
2 Mohammedan
title
3 Hunting dog
4 Facts
5 Prevent
6 Young boy
7 Plural ending
8 Unswerving
9 Indian
decorative
pole
10 Fuss _-11 Equality
16 Want
18 Mountain in
Greece
20 Ancient Greet
district
21 Regions
22 Under (poet.)
24 Plants of the
lily family

aa

25
26
28
33
34
36
38
40
41

Worship
Famed
Schoolbooks
Load
Relies on
Devastation
Possess
Vegetable
Chief of a clan

45 Roman date
46 High
mountain,,
47 Confederate
general
48 Temporary bed
49 Cry of dove
50 Abstract biting
53 Exclamation

By WALTER LOGAN
NEW YORK (UPI)- If you
have trouble tying black bow
ties to wear with your tuxedo,
a Swiss jewelry firm has come
up with the answer--a diamondstudded white gold clipon
bauble which takes the place of
the tie and, complete with accessories, is a mere $15,840,
plus tax.
The clipon itself is shaped
vaguely like a miniature automobile radiator with vertical
strips of gold and diamonds and
is shown with a wristwatch
whose face is paved with diamonds and has no numerals.
Big cufflinks and a ring match
the neckpiece.
The firm is Gubelin,- Inc.,
which celebrated its 50th anniversary by opening up on Fifth
Avenue. If you couldn't afford
the diamond-studded outfit
there was a substitute tie in
white gold, mother of pearl
and with only one diamond for
$570. And if you really want
to splurge they turn out an
occasional $100,000 watch.
* * *.
If you don't want to wear a
black tie at all you can join
the Hardy Amies gang. The
British designer features very
fancy printed silk shirts with
his evening wear and no ties
and, at some recent events in
New York, Amies and his assistants showed up with brilliant
dinner jackets and brilliant
shirts open at the throat.
"I think ties will eventually
go away," Amies said.
* * *
Designer Ralph -Lauren has
come_up . with something -11CVi
for men's coats this fall-doub
faced woven fabrics which
women have known about all
along. Such fabrics are finished
on both sides and are reversible
and were used in women's high
fashion clothes.
The coats are the freshest
look in the topcoat industry in
y ears and Lauren makes them
with zero structure--no linings,
no pads, no interlinings. There
are three basic lines -a double-

Down Concord
Way
By Estelle Spiceland
October 23, 1971

Diatr. by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.

28

Worldsfinest
Color TVpicture!
Fine-furniture styling!
Giant-screen 4„5'Chromacolor 100 picture!

The DAUMIER
C4736M

At a Low,
Low Price

Simulated tambour doors with fluted corner posts
Overhanging top and contoured bracket feet
• Chromacolor 100 Picture Tube • Customized Tuning •
25" diag Super-Screen Picture • Titan 100 Handcrafted
Chassis • Super Gold Video Guard Tuner • Zenith AFC
• Automatic Tint Guard Control • 5 'Round Twin-Cone Speaker
You really have to see it...to see it

new 1972

ONIFFAr

1100
If We Sell it . . . We'll Service it!
Over 19 Years of Service Experience
Remember, we still have a Full Years Service
Warranty on a1,1 new color sets sold.

We Have Only 1972 Models

TUCKER TV SALES
and SERVICE
Authorized Zenith Dealer
With Factory Supervised Service
Dodson Ave.
Phone 753-2900

In these days of frequent visits
to the funeral parlors, I needed to
read that bit of philosophy from
the writer who said that for every
autumn leaf which fell to the
ground now another would
replace it in the spring.
While
Mrs.
Gertrude
Wisehart's life ebbed away, two
grandchildren were born in the
hospital.
It is doubtful that the modern
homes of the new generation will
ever house the precious
memories left in such old
fashioned houses as those now
left empty by life long neighbors,
the Wiseharts and McClures.
But what a heritage those
memories are to the many
cousins and relatives left behind.
Our sympathy is extended to
Lloyd Valentine whose wife died
so suddenly and to the many
others whose hearts are heavy.
Psalms 46:1 says "God is our
refuge and strength, a very
present help in trouble." He's
still here.
Many enjoyed the Key Quartet
at the Baptist Student Center last
Thursday evening. The pianist
for them was Leon Harp, a
concert pianist, attending
college, and helping his father in
Harp's Grocery of New Concord.
We are glad that Howard Kline
is about now since being
hospitalized. His son, Ronnie and
family have moved to Pine Bluff
Shores from Michigan and will
help at Kline's Grocery.
t by now Robert
t McCage are out
and all the sick are
recuperating.
We have certainly had a
growing season this year. Mrs.
Rainey Lovins sent me fresh corn
from her garden this week,
nearly Halloween.
I have my second growth of
zinnias blooming. Our garden
had to be bushhogged to kill
tomato plants over a foot high,
and corn, and squash vines
thriving.
Tony McClure, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd McClure, will
celebrate his 12th birthday on
October 25. He has made twentyseven personal appearances as
lead singer in different churches
with the Bu-Mac Boys.

PUT Wit0111
TO NIORK FORIf011

are beginning to call it instead
of "Communist China,".has
now made its mark on the
fashion world. The Interluring a whole jungle-ele- national Fashion Council which
phants, deers, lions and others met earlier this year at Marbella,
strung up the arms and across Spain, has proclaimed 1972 as
"The Year of the Dragon."
the chest.
So the designers got out
* * *
Mainland China, as people their sketch books and ;Oar of

breasted model with wide or ..o.en into designs for ties,
,...eaters and what have
peaked lapels, a wraparound
ii Brcutwood, for example,
model with flapped pockets and
vertical panels and a double- 41i)v,sa ritignt•cked sweater
breasted with bodytracing ver- ssitii a big zipper placket fratical seaming.
* * *
PIF
l'TS
The Israeli firm of Beged-Or
has long been a leader in
.ELE_P4,NE)
2
<
r .7
WOITleICt, leather wear and now
leather
men's
It has turned to
clothing in another push for
equality of the sexes. The collection is in charge of one of
those persons with only one
name, "Miss Elly," a longlegged blonde Scandinavian
beauty who used to model at
Garfinkel's in Washington.
Nancy
Leslie Fulop, the originator
of the line, features narrow
YOU
shoulders and high cut armholes
LOOK
in coats of leathers, suedes.
ANGRY
pigskins and chamois, and
molds them to the body. One
knockout coat was a below-theknee double breasted pigskin
with belt, deep bellows pockets,
and huge collar and lapels
which fastened with six buttons
that made a V to the waist.
There also was a leather leisure
suit with deep laced front and
oc,-.-28
trousers that bloused below the
knees. Assaf Dayan, son of the
Israeli Defense Minister, wears
them.
The Colonials
* * *

Back during World War II
there were so many Jeeps everywhere that they always were
referred to as the "ubiquitous
Jeep," 'meaning they seemed
to be everywhere at once. Now
they can use the expression
for Pierre Cardin. In addition to
suits, coats, hats, shoes, socks,
ties,- belts;-- shirts etc. etc. etc.
etc.' he has now added a men's
toiletry line.
• * * *
And
something
else for the
,
'man who has everything":
London reports that a Yorkshire firm known as Nloxon of
Huddlesfield Ltd., has produced
a fabric with a genuine gold
thread woven into it. A suit
made with real gold will cost a
minimum of $600 and you have
to hurry at that: they're only
making enough for 32 suits.
* * *
Clothing manufactures's have
latched on to the word -ecology" since everybody knows
what it means these days and
an ecology theme is being interpreted as pictures oranimals,
birds, trees, flowers etc., printed

the designs show a definite
Oriental slant ranging from
what appear to be Yak driver
costumes to Japanese Samurai
warriors who weren't really
very Chinese. But since the
emphasis was on China, one
fabric stood out in all the
designs -wadded and quilted
cotton like Mao Tse-tung and
700 million other Chinese wear.
OK THOR5DA(15,SECRETARIES

I KNEW
IT..

I AM
ANGRY

A BOY JUST
INVITED ME
OUT TO LUNCH
AND THEN TO
A MOVIE AND
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JUST ONE. IN A
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DOGPATCH BUT IT'S
SUCH A DISTANT
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P)CKE.D IT UP!!
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MEAN
THERE

COM PLA I NTS HAVE
DROPPED TO
PRAC T I CALLY
NO ONE!!
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ONE
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MEN-IN' ME.
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CUSS IT!!
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"CRUSHER"
AT IT?.'
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End the Sales Tax on Food with Emberton as Governor . .

HELP TOM EMBERTON
CUT YOUR GROCERY BILL!
Tom Emberton will remove the 5% tax from food. This gives you more money for
your family.
Tom Emberton will not cut any state services that benefit you and your family.
Tom can cut taxes and maintain state services because Kentucky's economy is growing and
Governor Louie Nunn has managed so well we have a state surplus.
And Tom Emberton will not place any additional tax burden on our citizens.

* Tom can cut taxes!
* Tom can produce 200,000
new jobs for Kentuckians!
but
* Tom needs your help and your vote!
Tom Emberton

10

VOTE EMBERTON FOR GOVERNOR
... GET LOWER TAXES!
(Paid Advertisement by Calloway County Republican Committee, E. W. Riley, treasurer)

.k
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AUTOS FOR SALE

AEAL MATE FOR SALE

cs
/ THIS FINE HOME IS LOCATED AT 1513 KIRKWOOD,on a
100' x 150' lot. The extra large floor plan features a paneled
dean with fireplace, living room with sliding glass doors to
c the patio, foyer, dining room, kitchen with built-in range,
'double oven, dishwasher and disposal, 2 ceramic baths, large
utility room, double garage, workshop, 2 bedrooms downa stairs and one bedroom upstairs, hardwood floors ateiii,, peting, central heat and air. Draperies stay with the house.
,.
-TWO SIURY, CAPE COD STYLE, brick' home on Olive
-.:.
Street, near downtown Murray. Has a full basement, living
room with fireplace, kitchen, dining room, bath and 2
I
bedrooms on the main floor. The second floor contains a
living room, kitchen, bath and 2 bedrooms.
i
....
NEWLY REDECORATED 2-BEDROOM BRICK home on a
large corner lot in Hazel. Has a living room with carpeting,
_
bath, large kitchen, utility room and extra large storage
room, attached garage, central heat, city water and sewers.
1 Down payment of 20 percent will handle.
I
LOT NO. 972, Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision, has a 1,000
, gallon septic tank and 100 ft. of field line already installed.
Located near the water and practically ready for parking a
f
I trailer. Full price $1,350.
O
ATTRACTIVE 2-BEDROOM FRAME home at 519 South 13th
.,„ Street. Consists of a combination living room-dining room,
kitchen, bath, utility room and carport. Has central ( gas)
0
I heat, carpeting, draperies and 2 air-conditioning units.

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

.(EA L EST

PARKER FORD, Inc.

1972
PINTO

TEN ACRES OF THE MOST DESIRABLE development
property in this area is located at the intersection of Mayfield
Highway and Johnny Robertson Road. Measures 400' x 1,158'
and borders the Calloway County Country Club on the back
side.

I

ONE BEDROOM BRICK HOME and approximately 2 acres
of land inside the city Limits of Hazel. Located on Calloway
Avenue, between 4th arid 5th Street. Unbelievably low price
444P.

I

WELL LOCATED 135 ACRE FARM on Cherry Corner Road,
just off Highway 121. This farm has 125 acres cleared for
cultivation and is one of the best producing farms in this
area. Large older frame home in fair condition, large barn, 2
stock ponds, plenty of blacktop frontage.

09509
* ‘0
SALES
T AX

Less
Excise Tax Refund
(if approved by Congress

1 10"
YOUR
NET
COST

51785"
PARKER FORD, Inc.

LOOKING FOR A FAMILY TYPE BUSINESS? We can offer
a profitable grocery store that also does a good amount of
gasoline business. Has a 2-bedroom residence and one acre of
land. Located on heavily traveled US-641, approximately 4
miles South of Murray.

* Phone 753-5273 *
NOTICE

150 FT. LOT ( with a large tobacco barn ( on Barnett Street,
Hazel. City water,sewerage and natural gas at the property.
Prices $1,500.

NOTICE

AUTOS FOR SALE

This Is A Reminder That

City of Murray Taxes
Are Due

I

f

I

Fulton Young Realty

4th & Maple Streets
Phone 753-7333
Home Phones:
Ishmael Stinson, 753-1534 j
I Fulton E. Young, 753-4946:
- LICENSED IN KENTUCKY AND TENNESSEE -
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Ring fh#
Bell!

HAUNTED
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TONIGHT!

THIS THR
located on
side and o
dining are
water tank
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Road. Has
storage. H
interested
one should
IN GROV
very nice
fireplace,
$29,000.00.
A 3BEDR
Central he
disposal, c

AUCTION SALE

SALE, Saturclay,
1966 COMET CYCLONE, 390-4 AUCTION
October 30, 10:00 a.m. at the Otto
speed, extra nice. Phone 753Highway 94, at
028C Chester home on
6349.
the west edge of Lynn Grove,
3-BEDROOM COTTAGE,
WATERFRONT LOT AND
cirExisting
1964 FORD TWO door XL 500. Kentucky.
located in Pine Bluff Shores Subdivision. This home has
have made it
cumstances
tieeds
transmission
motor,
new
central heat, Pox baths, living room, kitchen, dining room.
necessary for Mrs. Miller
minor repairs. Phone 492- •
Available immediately.
her
OMC Marshall of Hazel to vacate
8170.
home immediately, so I have
NEAT, WELL-KEPT 3-BEDROOM FRAME home on
a large selection of usable
Calloway Avenue, Hazel, Ky. Priced at $4,500 but the adNICE 1963 Ford pickup truck, moved
glass, china, and anministrator of the estate will consider a reasonable offer.
custom cab. Phone 753-3696. 028P furniture,
tique items to my home in Lynn
LARGE, WELL-KEPT, TWO STORY frame home near
1965 PONTIAC GTO, power Grove and will sell them at public
SMALL FARM WITH A 2-BEDROOM frame home on US-64I,
Because October 31st is-on Sunday, the Penalty
downtown Murray. On the first floor is a living room with
steering and brakes, good con- auction.
approximately 3 miles North of Murray. This 19 acre tract is
fireplace, dining room, extra large I remodeled) kitchen,
389 Tripower, 4 speed, There will be such items as;
ideally located for many potential uses.
Date will be extended one day. A 10% PENALTY dition,
029C bedroom suite, numerous odd
bath and 3-bedrooms. On the second floor, it has a living
tires. Call 753-5005.
good
Road,
room, kitchen, bath and one bedroom. A gas furnace is
LOW PRICED 12 ACRE TRACT,located on State Line
ON
BILLS
chairs, lots of end and center
UNPAID
ALL
TO
ADDED
WILL BE
cultivation
approximately 10 miles S. E. of Murray.8 acres in
located in the half-basement. This home was painted inside
1969-396 CHEVELLE SS, full tables, television, radio and
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 2, 1971
and outside during the past year. A good buy at $17,000.
and the balance is in woods. Priced $4,200.
power, 3 speed automatic, fac- record player, kitchen cabinet,
tory mags. See at 400b: South 16th odd chest of drawers, electric
'CONVENIENTLY LOCATED 3-BEDROOM brick home at
City of Murray taxes are payable at the office
SOLID SIX ROOM FRAME HOME within one block of the
029C stove, nice lamps, picture
Street.
the corner of Johnson Blvd. and Meadow Lane. This home
main part of Hazel. Has a living room,dining room, kitchen,
frames, large mirrors, lots of
Building.
City
Hall
Clerk,
City
the
of
room,
utility
has a living room, dining room, kitchen, bath,
bath and 3 bedrooms. Recently remodeled. Located at Third
dr.
4
Pontiac,
cooking utensils, lawn furniture
CATALINA
1967
carport and outside storage shed. Draperies stay with the
and Center.
hardtop, power steering, and and many other usable items.
house.
There will be a large collection
brakes, factory air, vinyl roof,
BRAND NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK home in Puryear,
753sell.
ordinary dishes and trinket
to
of
Priced
mileage.
low
frame
-bedroom
2
the
Tennessee. Has a living room, kitchen-family room, ceramic
ONLY $6,500 IS THE FULL PRICE.for
N3C
tables filled with fin,
plus
4516.
less
Road,
bath, utility room, carport, carpeted throughout, 100' x150'
home and one acre of land, located on Van Cleave
r
glassware such as; pink, green,
carwall
to
wall
has
home
only
at
Priced
sewerage.
This
and
water
lot, paved street, city
1959 DODGE Royal 4 door with and clear depression glass. There
than .3 Miles "from Murray.
OUT OF SHAPE or overweight' BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
peting in 3 rooms, bath with tub and shower, new roof, well
$14,500 and 90 percent financing is available.
to power steering and au- con- is some good pressed glass; a
applies
Rent
sale.
or
rent
or
inches
for
lose
way
to
easy
the
For
insulated, separate garage building.
Piano ditioning. Fair condition. See large collection of real old Ruby
Lonardo
purchase.
pounds fast, call
EXCELLENT PRODUCING 100 ACRE FARM, located 5
Henry Hargis at Taylor MotorRed glass including one swirl
SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. Company, across from Post
miles N.E. of Murray, near Van Cleave Road. 98 acres
26' x 42' AUDITORIUM,PLUS 2 rooms of 10' x 24' each and 2
030C pitcher and matching set of 6
s.
029C
Tennessee.
Paris,
Office,
located
NIINC
loss
conveniently
guaranteed.
3
Weight
old
-bedroom
this
4-year
a
tillable, 2 stock ponds, 3 barns and
restroorns are on the first floor of
glasses. This is strictly old and a
brick home.
t ELECTROLUX SALEs & Ser
building. The full dry basement has 2 gas furnaces and an
1971 DATSUN 1200 Coupe, mag collectors item.
Shop
Youth
comor
C.)
church,
The
hall,
lodge
a
for
Suitable
entrance.
outside
wheels and air conditioned. Only
vice, Box 213, Murray. Ky., C.M
There is red glass crystal
504 Main
mercial usage.
PRACTICALLY NEW 2-BEDROOM HOME overlooking
miles. Phone 753-8045 after drinking glasses with double gold
5,000
Ear382-2468,
phone
Sanders,
$100.00
of
all
has
and
FREE
built
the
custom
was
Register for
Kentucky Lake. This home
030C band, set of cups and many other
3:30 p.m.
TFC
1 rnington, Kentucky.
carpeting,
TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOME with a 2-car garage, in the
to be given away
the features you would expect,such as wall to wall
The spacious floor plan includes
necessary(
garage
Concord.
New
electric
of
purchase
red items. There will be one very
community
disposal,
(No
dishwasher,
air,
and
heat
central
_ yKLE ESTIMATE on septic tank
a living room, kitchen with built-ins, extra large bathroom,
old and extremely nice pianoWANT TO BUY
door opener, fiberglass baths, workshop, closets to spare,
Phone
753-7850.
TFG
:installation.
gas heat and is on a 130' x 180' lot.
wall clock. There will be Aladdin
*MOBILE HOME Insurance. Low
and a spacious porch for eni4ing the scenery.
rates. Broad coverage. Excellent WANT TO BUY small coal and kerosene lamps, jars, jugs,
dutch ovens,
claim service. When you see me heater. Phone 436-5615.
029C churns, iron skillets,
kettles, milk cans, old corn
don't think of Insurance, but
shelter, and many many other
when you think of Insurance see
logs anc..- items.
me. Harding Galloway, Galloway NsP.INIT TO BUY;
Also fancy little sewing rocker,
Insurance and Real Estate standing timber. Also have for
D2C sale lumber and sawdust. and antique eight leg gate leg
Agency. Phone 753-5842.
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. center table.
TFC
There will be too many other
Phone 753-4147.
8-TRACK TAPES
items to mention separately. This
AUCTION SALE
will be an all day sale. For in12.95 up
THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store in
formation call Otto Chester's
has
now
:
TV
SATURDAY
Kentucky
&
1 LEACH'S MUSIC
Lynnville;
AUCTION:
Auction Service, 435-4042, Lynn
October 30, 9:30 a.m. Farm Grove. Not responsible in case of
boots, boots and more boots. We
Center
Dixieland
boots
goods,
Granny
suede
household
ladies
equipment,
have
02/1C
accidents.
antiques; at the late Porter
and also little girls Granny boots.
HELP WANTED
colors.
Parker home, 3 miles west of
These boots come in all
AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
We have gold and silver holiday WANTED: EXPERIENCED Dover, Highway 79.
October 30, 10:00 a.m, rain or
IIMWO 4MOW 0.411MW ,41MWOIIMW.4MWOINMWOAMWoMMW4MW ,
boots. All these at low discount dozer and backhoe operator
MMW,
,
Shorty McBride Auc41110.
4/I=/ 4=10. 411=Wu.INWOIMEW', 46MWO4WW4WW.
N1• tioneer.
029P shine, 242 miles West of Murray,
We're open Monday- Phone 753-9807.
prices.
FOR RENT
Kentucky on Wiswell Road. Turn
FOR RENT
Friday, 8130-6:00, Saturday 8:30FOR RENT
FOR RENT
west off Highway 641 at Holiday
SECON
FOR
SETTLE
NEVER
12' SANDERS, AUTO buffer, floor 5:00. We will be open on Sunday
NICE TWO bedroom furnishea FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished MODERN MOBILE home,
BEST. Become associated wit AUCTION,FRIDAY; October 29, Inn, keep main highway to Mrs.
1:00from
24
October
beginning
apartment, carpeted. Near Garden space. Located near wide. Private lot and carpeted. polisher, hedge trimmers, power 5:00,from now until ChristAVON as an AVON Represen 7:00 p.m. at Shorty McBride's, 3 Clifton Harrel's farm.
efficiency apartment, saws, paint sprayer. Bilbrey's,
University Phone 753-7550. 028C Palestine Methodist Church. Also
AVON,the world's larges miles North Paris, Highway 641. Will sell 1964 Ford pick-up
tative.
029C
mas.
$35.00 per month, to family. newly paneled, nice cabinets. 210 Main, phone 753-5617. 030C
ad most respected cosmeti Three washstands, bedroom ( 34,751 actual miles), Ferguson
028C 820.00 weekly. Phone 753-7671 or
glassware, tractor and equipment, perfect
TWO BEDROOM furnished Phone 474-2345.
company. Call now after 7 P.M. suites, icebox,
(130C
753-&333 after 5:00p.m.
The Youth Shop
mobile h2J-ne, half way between
collect 365-9424, or write Mrs. miscellaneous. Shorty McBride, condition; Good 1962 InLARGE EFFICIENCY apartJames Travis, Auctioneers. 1TP ternational self propelled comStella and Kirksey See or call FURNISHED ROOM, within
Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt.
504 Main
trailer, close to ment, large closets and storage
bine, belongs to a neighbor);
Ky. 0 I
136
Charles B Starks,753-6636 07?C walking distance of campus. TWO BEDROOM
A.
Box
Princeton,
town, good location. Phone 753- space, air conditioned, electric
Has a new shipment of
Private entrance. Phone 753horse drawn and small tools;
030P heat, private entrance. Ideal for
Pajamas and gift items
028C 5109.
.1387.
WANTED: LADY
to do AUCTION SALE, Saturday, rotary tiller; several pieces of
TWO BEDROOM duplex, central
ITC
couple. 1606 West Main.
housework, one day a week, October 30, 1:00 p.m. at the late furniture; electric fans and any
heat and air, fully carpeted, TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10' x FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
either
Thursday or Friday. Must Miss Kathleen Patterson's amount of small useful items,
PLEASE TAKE notice that the furnish own
South 15th bottles, cans and things she does
outlets for washer and dryer. 55', electric heat. Three miles Living room, kitchen, bathroom
transportation. (teacher) home, 206
APARTMENT; partnership of Gene Steely and Phone 753-858,3
Kentucky.
Available December 15 Phone from Murray. Phone 753Murray,
Street,
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 FURNISHED
not care to move to her home in
029C
N1C 7856.
753-9741
Will sell all household gocirts; town.
N1C bedrooms, Zimmerman Apart- three rooms with complete kit- Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway
has voluntarily EXPEREIENCED WAITRESS. electric stove, refrigerator, bed
ments, South 16th Street. Phone chen and private bath near Building Material
Douglas Shoemaker in charge
030P dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and Must be neat, efficient, and free and living room suites, three of sale. Phone 753-3375.
N3C MSU ) Phone 753-5921
TWO BEDROOM apartment, TWO BEDROOM house near 753-6609.
028C
Cashdate.
said
subsequent to
to work weekends. 32 hours per piece dinette set, Singer cabinet
furnished for four girls Water Cole's Camp Ground Church
be
Way Building Materials shall
furnished. Available December Phone 753-5922 or 753-3404 028C MOBILE HOME on Kentucky
week. Good working conditions, type sewing machine, I pracpropriertorship by Schuyer ood tips. No phone calls. Apply tically new), Vacuum cleaner,
N1C
22. Phone 753-9741.
Lake, 10 Miles from Murray in
N1OC n person Colonial House
Datson.
Two
Shores.
marble top table, old books and
SMALL TRAILER, $4000 per Panorama
and
bath.
ROOMS
room.
N3C shelves, old sugar bucket, china
living
15'
THREE
Smorgasbord
028C bedrooms, 15' x
month. Phone 489-2595.
furnished apartment downtown.
clock, night stand, trunk, plated
kitchen, separate dining room.
InR
All utilities paid Central gas FURNISHED APARTMENT central electric heat and air
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS for silverware, large mirror, chairs,
heat, plenty parking Very close to college Rent reasonable. conditioning. All new appliances
THAT HARD TO PLEASE cooks. For interview call 753- tables, rugs, and bushel of small
030C decorative_ items, arid many
reasonable rent. Phone 753-5617 Phone 753-6564
6713.
029C including washer. On private lot
030(
Phone 436-5571.
desirable and useful things.
PERSON
or 753-1257 after 5:00 p.m. 028C
WANTED: CLEANING lady, Stanford Andrus Executor:
,
ItI
wall FURNISHED APARTMENT 3
References required. Must have Douglas Shoemaker in charge of
LARGE FIVE room, furnished NEW TWO bedroom duplex,
heat rooms, bath, private entrance
sale. Another rain or shine
Well"
Wishing
apartment, two blocks from to wall carpet with central
transportation Phone 753"The
Street. and'air. $110.00 per month Phone and garage. Ptefer one person.
030C sale.
028C
8045.
• University on South 14th
- TFC 706 Olive. Phone 753-1293. 030C
N1C 753-7850.
Phone 753-8250.

I

• 753•
•

dia. .41.0.1111M.0.4M10(C 4611.
411•1. 41/Na. 1=11.04=0.01=111. 4MII.0••■•• 0•••=I•0

ANOTHER NEW 3-BEDROOM BRICK HOME has just been
completed in Puryear Heights, Tennessee. This one has a
living room, kitchen-family room, carport, utility room,
central heat and air, wall to wall carpeting, sliding glass
doors to the paved patio, 100' x 215' lot. All for only $16,750 and
can be financed with only 10 percent down.

I

Call
753-1916

••••Il
•
•
• CC

••••I

LARGE TWO STORY FRAME RESIDENCE near the
University. Has a living room, dining room, kitchen, bath
and 3-bedrooms on the first floor. The second floor hal a bath
and 3-bedrooms that have been used for rental income. This
home is in A-1 condition and has a large lot and 2-car garage.

I
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AEAL E.STATF FOR Sai.F.
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
FOR SALE
-1
NEED A HOME with 3 bedrooms
and 2 baths for under $15,000.00?
505 So. 6th Street may be just
what you are looking for. Immediate Possession.
So-o-o-o liveable and so lovely in
Bagwell Manor Subdivision. 3
bedrooms and living room car6.'em,49•M peted, 2 baths, large den and
convenient kitchen. Priced at
$24,750.00.
Get out of town-but not too far
out, only 2 miles from city on
almost 2 acres. Modern and
convenient in eviry way--3
bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat
and air.
10 acres on Johnnie Robertson
Road perfect to subdivide or
build your own estate. $21,500 for
this choice tract of land with 700
feet of frontage and city water.
Within walking distance to new
high school. 3 bedrooms and
NoV. 6.,
study, 2 baths, den with exposed
(AWE
beams, modern kitchen, living
room and dining area, slate entry
hall, extra large utility room and
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe, SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size 18' SELF CONTAINED travel
double garage.
Just old enough-to be a bargain. furnished or unfurnished. Like rugs. Sculptured,• shags, and trailer. Paid $2,850.00 last year.
5 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, full new. Lot available for renting. Nubby design. Good selection of $1800.00 or will trade. 1223
basement on 2 acres located on Phone 753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths. Dogwood,753-8358.
030C
641 So. Plus large outside 753-7637 alter 5:30p.m.
'VC Reductions up to 50 percent_
building suitable for shop.
SYNTHETIC WIG, light brown. ars Roebuck and Co. Murray, BE gentle, be kind, to that exInvest in the future with income Phone 474-2789.
N3c pensive carpet, -clean with Blue
029C Ky. Phone 753-2310.
property on 4th Street. Three
Rent new electric
• Lustre.
apartments for $31,800.
shampooer $1. Western Auto,
FIVE 1:4' x 6' styled steel wheels,
FRIDAY
ONLY
Large commercial. tract_located original-equipment onHome of "The Wishing
approximately 4 miles from GT; E 70x14 glass belted tires
030C
Well".
CONSO
Murray on U. S. 641 No. 4-lane $100.00 or best offer. Phone 753BALL
FRINGE
highway frontage, railroad 6387.
CREOSOTED POLES for pole
029P
frontage, city water and city gas.
25' yd.
barn construction, utility poles
Can be purchased at farm acre BEAUTICIAN SHAMPOO; sink
and boat docks. Murray Lumber
Fashion Costs Less
prices.
Co., Maple Street, Murray,
and chair; dresserette; swivel
When You Sew With fine
1TC
Kentucky.
chair. Phone 753-4664.
Fabrics from
029C
Donald R. Tucker Realtor.
FAB-N-TRIM
Member of Multiple Listing. THREE PIECE
66 ANTIQUE CLOCKS; Grandbookcase
Phone 753-4342.
North Side Court Square
father, Wall Clocks, Weight
headboard bedroom suite. like
•
A
iates; Edna Knight, home new, $90.00. Mrs. Keys Keel,
Clocks-both 8 day and 30 hour,
phone 753-4910,Pat Mobley, home phone 753-4672.
Kitchen clocks, Metal and
030P
phone 753-8958.
028C
PERFECT FOR cabin; solid Bracket clocks. Cash & Carry.
ONE TWIN size Jameson in- Hickory double bed with box Paul F. Gallemore, 1308 Maple
nerspring mattress, like new, springs and mattress. Also 12 Street, Benton,Kentucky. N3P
SERVILeS OFFERED
$35.00. Phone 753-2911.
030NC gauge Ithaca shotgun; baby
" ANTIQUE Birch
walker and automatic baby 4'x8'
SEPTIL TANK cleaning, back
slightly damaged
028C
paneling,
753-8915.
swing.
Phone
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- SPOTS before your eyes-on your
each. Kash-Way Building
$3.95
with
them
carpet-remove
w
5931.
N24C
N3C
Blue Lustre. Rent electric TWO BASSET Hounds, male 4 Material, 753-2381.
.shampooer $1, Begley's Drug years old, female 2 years old.
COMBINING.
Call
753WILL DO
028C
030C Phone 753-8072.
753-7287. Roger and Store.
9500 or
Ronald Crouse.
028C

z
ou)641-

JUST -.LISTED A THREE BEDROOM HOUSE ON LOT
100'x495', located 2/
1
2 miles from Murray.. on New Concord
Road. Has wall to wall carpet, 11
/
2 baths, utility, outside
storage. Has lifetime aluminum siding with brick trim. If
interested in being out with that pony lot or large garden this
one should interest you at 919,000.00.
IN GROVE HEIGHTS SUBDIVISION, WE HAVE A very
very nice brick with 3 bedrooms, large family room,
fireplace,central heat and air,on large lot. A real nice home,
$29,000.00.
A 3REDROO
Central heat
disposal, ca

a

iltpAT 1719 Keenland Drive.
range, dishwasher and
storage room, at $21,500.00.

SALE

Saturday,
1. at the Otto
ghway 94, at
..ynn Grove,
sg
cirmade it
Irs. Miller
vacate her
sO I have
ion of usable
ins, and an
)me in Lynn
lem at public

753-1916•
•
••••••••• •••••••••• •••••••••• •••••

LARGE 7 ROOM HOUSE LOCATED ON ;a ACRE LOT ON
Highway 94East.This house needs Sonle reilair but i.SPri
cheap enough for you to do it. Will consider any reasonable
bid.
LARGE HOUSE ON NORTH 13TH STREET, WITH 2 Baths,
2car carport, 8 rooms, only one block from University. This
house is ideal for large family with children in school or the
smaller family who needs some extra income. 918,000.00.
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD FARM BUYS;
40 ACRES NEAR DEXTER on paved
se Priced at $13,500.00.

road. Good solid

63 ACRE FARM WITH AN ULTRA MODERN HOUSE, new
barns, good fences and extra good land. Paved road. Priced
at $47,500.00.
291 ACRES WITH BRICK HOUSE, NEW BARNS,OVER 200
acres of good crop land in high state of Cultivation, several
$1000 of marketable timber. $68,500.00.
135 ACRES ON PAVED ROAD WITH EXTRA NICE HOUSE
with central heat and air, carpet, fireplace and priced at
$37,000.00.

pLLOL
44, .1,,o -ne5.•ut.ie CaJ

zk

WE HAVE JUST LISTED A 12'x60' 1968 Mobile home all set
up with underpinning. Like new, 93850.00.

WILL KEEP children in my
home; will do baby sitting day or
night. Phone 753-4548.
029C

WE HAVE THE BEST SELECTION OF LOTS EVER: Lqts
in Bagwell, Circarama, Broach, Glendale, Camelot, Or a
large Business lot on Chestnut or one on Johnson, or the New
Business lots on South 4th at Sycamore are almost ready.
You can get your pick.
WE NEED SOME GOOD LISTINGS, DUE TO RECENT
SALES WE ARE LOW ON LISTINGS. IF YOU HAVE NOT
BEEN ABLE TO GET YOUR PLACE SOLD, GIVE A TRY,
NO SALE, NO COST TO YOU,

When It Comes To Real Estate,
See
Hoyt or Ray Roberts at

FALL & WINTER
MERCHANDISE

BACKHOE OR dozer services.
Expert work. Reasonable.
Phone 753-9807.
029C

Sweater
Shirts

4'
sk

Sleeveless

-c)
I WILL do baby-sitting in your
home. Phone 753-4759.
N1C

Long Sleeve
<4"

ROBERT BRUCE

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
and bookkeeper will do work in
her home. Phone 753-6489. 028C

CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
N3OP
489-2295.

SHIRTS

PANTS
O rtl
'

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING

Buying, Selling, Appraising, Managing

le) exk-ke-

SUITS

EXPERIENCED
BABYSITTER, will sit day or night.
Phone 753-7503.
028C

er in charge
75
028C

ROBERTS REALTY
505 Main Street or Call 753-1651

WINDOW CLEANING and odd
jobs. Part time work. Phone 7534198.
029P

WILL DO house cleaning or
WHY LIVE in a commercial are. ironing. Inquire at Churchill's
roST & FOUND
and be bothered by loud truck Apartments, No. 4, 209 Maple
030P
LOST: WHITE and brown noise when you can move to one Street upstairs.
Pointer with bobbed tail. Lost of the nicest residential areas in
Murray? Fox Meadows and PAINTING INTERIOR and
west of Murray. Phone 7530211C Coach Estates Mobile Home exterior. Free estimates. Phone
8654.
Parks are quiet, modern, ar' 753-3727 after 4:00 p.m.
030C
convenient to city, grade and
horns,
TWO BLACK cows have
high schools, $25. per month
been missing for 2 weeks; near includes most utilities
FOR SALE
and grass
Marvin's Grocery. If seen call mowing,some
residents use their POINTER BIRD dog,
three yearSi
436-2337 or 436-2388 after 6:00 rent
savings to pay their country
old. Phone 492-8770 after 5:00
NIC
p.m.
club dues. South 16th near
p.m.
029P
Canterbury, 753-3855 or 753and
white
LOST: SMALL black
7964.
030C
1965 DODGE PICKUP 6 cylinder
female Beagle, name Sally, in
SMALL
FARM: good location; wide bed,low mileage. Very good
vicinity of Northeast Almo.
029C business or future investment. condition. 1957 Ford one ton,
Phone 753-4867.
One mile East Murray, a factory stake bed, 6,000 miles on
motor. All
new tires.
proximately 10 acres pasture.
LOST: FOUR month old part Bull Hog wire fencing, stables, water. Guaranteed actual miles 42,000.
Dog with tiger stripes, white star Cozy older 7 room house, modern. Don't need. Priced right. 210
on chest. 910.00 reward. Phone For appointment cal1,436Main. Bilbrey's Phone 753-5617 or
029NC 2173.
753-6883 after 5:00p.m.
029C
TFC 753-1257 after 5:00 p.m.

4.

Plaids
Double
.0 •

Knits

;
1
:
:**

SPORT COATS
TIES
ALL DESIGNS
Largest Selection
in Murray

THE

COLLEGE. SHOP
North 15th Street

103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky.
TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat
bed, one box bed. Phone 753TFC
7850.

Solids
•j'

23-1/16X35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing around
bottom of mobile homes
to keep out the wind
and snow, and for many
other uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

Ledger & Times

CL)

YOUNG MAN needs part or fulltime work will do anything from
home to office. Call anytime 7534198.
028NC

Aluminum
Plates

Call at

SWEATERS
SHOES

olecenuo

25' each

11.

'ord pick-up
; Ferguson
lent, perfect
1962 In)pelled corn; neighbor);
small tools;
'al pieces of
'ans and any
iseful items,
kngs she does
her home in

-1+45u
*is

alcJalcic.le-d1

FOR ALL your home additions,
alterations, remodeling, etc.
Free Estimates. Phone 7536123.
TFC

WE HAVE TWO NICE TRAILER HOMES ON 1 acre lot
renting for $125.00 per month. Priced at $9,500.00.

cootie

Pa. or okpco-kes

WE HAVE 30 ACRES WITH 2 large springs, some small out
buildings. It is told that many years ago that this spring
water made some of the finest Moonshine in State. Can be
bought right. This may be the business location you have
been looking for.

WE HAVE A MOBILE HOME on extra large lot with city
water and gas, large enough for another trailer or two and is
priced at $5,000, including lot.

aktp4

Murray, Ky.

Across From MSU Library
Open 8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m. Weekdays
Saturday Open 8:00 a.m.-5-.00 p.m.
PHONE 1-53-3242-

ONE OF the finer things of lifeBlue Lustre carpet cleaner. Rent
electric shampooer $1.00, Big
K.
030C
SHOW CASE, a real antique.
About seven feet long, glass all
around the front, sides and top
Closed in back with sliding
wooden doors. Best offer. See at
Ledger and Times. Also have
four modern display islands
made of metal in green and white
rah adjustable shelves. N3ONC
HACKNEY MARE, 12.2 hands
Trained to cart and saddle. Also
cart and harness and one al seat
Wilstern Saddle. Phone 7533616.
029C
LIVING ROOM suite, five piece,
like new. Phone 753-2623.
029C
14' RUNABOUT
OATwith
trailer and motor; Frigidaire
clothes dryer. Phone 7533593.
029C
30" ROLL-A-WAY bed like ne
with two foam mattresses. Pri
920.80. Phone 753-4946. " 0
REMINGTON 22 rifle, lever
action, nylon model 76. Phone
029C
474-2789.

AUTOS EOR SALE

AUTOS FOR SALE

1

THIS THREE BEDROOM HOUSE PICTURED ABOVE IS
located on large lot, paved street, in excellent condition inside and out. It has large paneled den, large kitchen with
dining area, 2 baths, utility, carpeted, central gas heat, gas
water tank, concrete drive and is priced at Only 922,500.00.

•
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"HELP"
71-72 New Chevrolet Trade-Ins
Forty Used Cars To Choose From
Priced from

$9900

to $3,37500

Make Us An Offer On Any Car
Listed Below
* Let's Try To Make A Deal *

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET, Inc.
Highway 641 South

Across From Uncle Jeff's
See Our Salesmen:
•J. H. Nix
McCuiston
•Guy
•Charlie Jenkins
.Mac Fitts
- CHEVROLETS -

1970 Impala 4 door hardtop
Kentucky car, gold, one
owner, new car trade in,
16,000 miles, factory air,
power steering, and
power brakes.
1970 Malibu 4 door sedan,
Kentucky car, green, one
owner, power -5.teer_in$
air.
turbohydramatic,
1970 Monte Carlo 2 door
Kentucky car, white. One
owner, new car trade in,
air, power steering,
power brakes, turbohydrarnatic.
1970 Impala 4 don! sedan
Kentucky car, black, one
owner, power steering,
power brakes, turbohydramatic.
1970 Impala Custom 2 door
hardtop Kentqcky car,
maroon.
1969 Impala 4 door sedan
Kentucky car, green, air,
power steering, vinyl
top, one owner, new car
trade in.
1969 Impala Wagon 4 door
Tennessee car, white,
power steering, power
brakes, one owner.
1968 Impala 2 door Kentucky car, maroon.

1968 *leak Wagon Kentucn car, blue.
1967 Camaro 2 door hardtop
Kentucky car, yellow,
396, 4 speed, vinyl top.
1966 Chevelle 2 door
Tennessee car, lime, 4
- --speed,-bucketseats.. _ _
1966 Chevrolet Biscayne 4
door Kentucky tar,
green, V8, standard.
2 door
1965 Corvair
Monza, Kentucky car,
red
1964 Impala 2 door hardtop, Kentucky car, blue,
automatic,
power
steering.
1959 Chevrolet 2 door
Kentucky car, white, 6
cylinder, standard.
1968 Chevelle 396 two door
Tennessee car, blue, 350,
4 speed, bucket seats.
1962 Impala 4 door Kentucky car, white, V8,
power glide, new car
trade in.
1967 Impala 4 door Kentucky car, blue, one
owner, new car trade in,
power glide, power

steering.

- FORDS 1969 Galaxle 500 4 door
hardtop, Kentucky car,
red -brown, power
steering, power brakes,
factory air, new car
trade in.

1967 Galaxie 500 2 door
Tennessee car, red,
power steering,
,automatic, 390.

- PONTIACS - OLDSMOBILES - BUICKS AMERICAN MOTORS and OTHERS 1971 Glasstron 14L2' Convertible, white, trailer,
one owner, new car trade
in, 3 times in water.
$2800.00 new.

1970 Dodge Challenger 2
door hardtop, Kentucky
car, green,
power
steering, autdrrlatic,
vinyl top.
1969 Mercury Montego MX
2 door Kentucky car,
gray, V8, automatic,
bucket seats
2 door
1966 Plymouth
hardtop Kentucky car,
yellow, power steering,
power
brakes,
automatic, bucket seats

1971 Honda.
1969 Dodge Charger 2 door
hardtop Kentucky car.
yellow, one owner, new
car trade in, air, power
steering, power brakes.
1969 Pontiac 2 door hardtop
Kentucky car, green.
1968 Buick Riviera Tennessee car, green
Loaded.
1968 Mercury 2 door
Tennessee car, white.
power steering.
automatic.
1966 Riveria 2 door Kentucky
car,
green
Loaded

- TRUC KS 1964 Chevrolet long wide
bed, Kentucky truck,
red, V8, standard.

1968 Chevrolet utility bed
Kentucky truck, black, 6
cylinder.

1971 Chevrolet long wide
bed, Kentucky truck,
red, V8, standard, one
owner, new car trade in

1968 Chevrolet CST long
wide bed Kentucky
truck, maroon, turbohydramatic, power
steering, power brakes

1970 Chevrolet long wide
bed Tennessee truck,
olive, one owner, new car
trade in, factory air,
power steering, turbohydramatic.

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton,
Kentucky truck, red, new
Midwest 131
/
2 & dump

1118 Chevrolet utility 17;ed.
.
Kentucky truck, black, 6
cylinder.

1967 Chevrolet 2 ton,
Kentucky truck, black
new Midwest 13"2 &
dump.
1965 Ford I ton, red, 4
wheel drive

a
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World News In Brief.

a a
contributing heavily to the
United Nations and its various
agencies. In view of the ouster
this week of Nationalist China
from the United Nations over
strong U.S. opposition, the
administration indicated it
would make a new appraisal of
its future financial support.
any
delegates said
Some
financial retaliation by the
the
United States against
be
would
Nations
United
"dollar diplomacy."
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For Thirty Minutes

By United Press International
'Continued from Page 1)
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612 Viet Cong priso- Middle East peace agreement while word was being sent to the Uniform Time Act, Arizona,
Wells,son of Mr. and Mrs. James
releasing
and
McKenzie
were Miss Janey Kelso and Randy Lee who sang a duet. The Jackson, Tennessee; Paducah ners of war. The government between Israel and its Ara main station. Two trucks from Hawaii and Michigan voted to
Wells.
the main station also arrived on exempt themselves from the law.
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contest
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Louisville.
1963 and
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